METROPOUTAN WATERDISTRlCTOFSOUTHERNCALIFORNIA

April 22, 1996
Office of the General

Manager

To:

Board of Directors

From:

Gilbert F. Ivey, Executive Assistant to the General Manager

Subject:

San Diego County Water Authority

At Chairman Foley’s request, I am enclosing for your consideration a copy of the material
submitted to us by the San Diego County Water Authority dated April 22, 1996. Any comments
regarding this material should be submitted to me no later than April 26 at IO a.m. I will then
incorporate all of your comments to be remailed to you by the evening of Friday April 26.
This information

is part of the item to be discussed at the April 30 Board meeting.

Attachment

cc: Member Agency Managers (w/attachments)
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kaency
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Ccliiornic
92103-5718
FAX (619) 297-0511

Dieicz!

April 22, 1996

John V. Foley
Chairman, Board of Directors
Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California
P-0. Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153

Dear Jack:
Backqround

Material for April 30, 1996 Metropolitan Board of Directors

Meetinq

In preparation for the April 30, 1996 special meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Directors, we have assembled the attached packet of information associated with the
San Diego County Water Authority’s presentation regarding Colorado River matters.
Our objective at this meeting is to provide the Directors with information on the issues
and respond to any questions. Our goal is that by the end of the meeting, the Directors
will clearly understand the Authority’s current positions regarding Colorado River
issues and obtaining additional reliable water supplies for the benefit of the southern
California region. We look forward to an open and productive meeting on April 30.

Sincerely,

Mark Watton
Chair, Board of Directors
Enclosure
G/22/96
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The Authority’s Proposal
(Summary)
0

0

0

Authority commits to purchase from MWD a minimum of 400,000
AF per year.
Commencing in 1998, Authority would deliver to MWD 20,000 25,000 AF in exchange for delivery of an equivalent amount from
MWD. Deliveries would increase to 200,000 AF/yr by about
2010.
Commencing after 2010, Authority .would deliver to MWD up to
an additional 200,000 AF per year in exchange for delivery by
MWD of equivalent amounts on a space-available basis.

0

Cost of exchange water delivery is variable because fixed costs
should be covered by annual requirement purchases and MWD
premium water charges

0

Assurance for blend of MWD water supplies
50/50 Blend or 500 PPM TDS

0

Cost containment in MWD CIP and Water Management
Programs consistent with agency commitments and revised
demand forecasts.

0

MWD would put in place contracts for agricultural water discount.

0

MWD support for Authority transfer facility and Authority
willingness to discuss storage ‘opportunities.

0

Support for River reoperation and banking per California position.

0

Provisions for dispute resolution.

5

Caoital Expenditure Review. hAWD and its member agencies,
would review and reduce the CIP commensurate with member
to purchase future suppiies, and other relevant facts.

including the Authority,
agencies’ commitments

Aaricultural Water Sales. Agricultural water users would continue to be provided
discount commensurate with the value of interruptibility and other benefits of
agricultural water sales.

a

Additional Facilities. MWD and the Authority would consider what additional facilities
might be necessary to facilitate deliveries. .MWD would consider providing financial
assistan& for a transfer facility, and the Authority would consider purchasing a portion
of available storage space in Eastside Reservoir.
River Operations.
The Authority would support banking
in the proposed California position paper.
Dispute Resolution.

and river management

outlined

process would be established.

A dispute resoltion

Figure

f

Projected CWA Normal Year Demands and Supplies
Under CWA Water Exchange Proposal
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San Diego County Water Authority
Summary of Proposal to Resolve Colorado

River

and Rate Refinement Issues
Revised 4lW96
Annual Reuuirement Purchase Commitment. Currently there is no obligation for MWD
member agencies to use or pay for MWD system improvements and State Water
Project obligations. Consistent m the Rate Refinement Process, the Authority
proposes to commit to purchase 400,000 acre-feet per year of supplies from MWD
(FigurE I). The price and terms of delivery would be set by MWD in accordance with
its governing rules and procedures, as applied to all member agencies. Any purchases
by the Authority above this annual requirement could be charged a premium, as
applicable to all MWD member agencies. MWD member agency purchases of annuaf
requirement supplies, together with funds received by MWD from additional ‘premium”
sales as proposed in the Rate Refinement Process, should fuIly offset MWD’s fked
costs.
Water Exchanse Prooram. TO offset its current position with respect to preferential
rights, the Authority proposes to deliver up to 200,000 acre-feet per year of supplement
supplies to MWD, and have MWD deliver a like amount of water to the Authority. The
quantity of water exchanged would begin at about 20,000 to 25,000 acre-feet per year,
and gradually increase over a period of at least IO years. In the event of a shortage,
the Authority could receive reduced deliveries, if deliverks of supplement supplies
would place the Authority in a preferred position relative to other member agenciesAn additional 200,000 acre-feet per year of supplement would be exchanged with MWD
on a space available basis. Availability of space for delivery of additional supplement
to the Authority or any other member agency d@ing to do so, would be allocated in
proportion to the annual requirement commitments made by each agency.
Means of Delivers. MWD would determine the means by which it delivers water to the
Authotity and other member agencies-

Cost of Deliver.

The Authority would pay the full variable cost of delivering

supplement water and additional supplement, refiective of the rate for all MWD
deliveries of non-MWD water to other member agencies. No cost shifting would occur,
since MWD should fully ofket its fDted costs from its sales of Annual Requirement and
Premium water.
Water Qualitv.

MWD would meet applicable water quality standards for water it

delivers to its member agencies, including the 500 PPM TDS standard, once MWD’s
Eastside Resstvoir becOmes operational.

DISCUSSION
PAPER
PROPOSAL FOR SERVICE CONTRACT BETWEEN
THE SAN DIEGO COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY
(SDCWA)
AND
THE METROPOLITAN
WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

(MWD)

APRIL 22, 1996

This paper addresses

certain issues regarding

into a service contract with MWD for the purchase
would commit SDCWA to purchase
per year, as part of a restructuring

the demands

and delivery

of MWD’s financial

on its system.

operations

in order to enable

Program (CIP) as modified
The proposal

AF

to reflect

would also enable SDCWA
its capacity to serve

demands of its own members more reliably.

Under SDCWA’s proposal,

MWD would ,determine in its own discretion

manner in which it would satisfy its commitment
any MWD facility would be dedicated
on a financial

to deliver water to SDCWA;

plan that would enable MWD to offset all its fixed costs through

charges

of MWD water; consequently,

would occur to other MWD member agencies
others) at variable

cost.

Furthermore,

no part of
is based

purchases

to SDCWA.

the

the proposal

for its member agencies’

agreement

The proposal

of water.

to obtain water from sources other than MWD in order to enhance
the growing

that it enter

water from MWD at the level of at least 400,000

MWD to proceed with its Capital Improvement
more accurately

SDCWA’s proposal

if MWD delivers

no shifting of costs

water to SDCWA (or to

Finally, SDCWA would obtain no preferential

would have the effect of negating

the potentially

adverse

advantage.
effect upon

The

SDCWA

of preferential

rights rules.

Beyond that objective,

seeks nor would secure any advantage
regard to its treatment

however,

SDCWA

over MWD’s other member agencies

in times of shortage,

or respecting

its entitlement

neither
with

to MWD water

or services.

Take or Pav Commitment.

l

At the heart of CWA’s proposal

commit to an Annual Requirement
AF. SDCWA believes

realistically.
agencies

commitments.

is prepared

that

so that it can plan

to support the right of member

The price charged for such water, however,
generated

for such water will tend, moreover,

commitments

agencies

water from MWD in any given year beyond their annual

imposed on MWD by the uncertainty
charged

of MWD and all its member

from all its customers

At the same time, SDCWA

to purchase

to

at least equal to its current use of about 400,000

it is in the interests

MWD obtain such commitments

is its willingness

should reflect the cost

by this practice.

to encourage

that cover their full need for MWD water.

A premium

customers

to make annual

SDCWA believes

that MWD

should cover all its fixed costs from income derived from its charge for Annual
Requirement

and Premium Water.

If MWD is unable to secure the agreement

member agencies to this policy, SDCWA
designed

l

Alleqed

is prepared

of its

to discuss alternatives

to cover all MWD’s costs on a basis related to actual demand.

Dedication

of MWD Facilities.

dedicate to SDCWA’s use or service

SDCWA seeks no commitment
any part of any MWD facility.

from MWD to

Under the

2
9

proposed

contract, SDCWA will make available

which SDCWA purchases
for delivery

of equivalent

to MWD agreed

from other sources and will, thereafter,

$&WA

to MWD by SDCWA

and will

will pay MWD’s actual costs for the delivery

water based on the source and method of delivery

No Shiftinn of Cost. The proposal
cost of services
in recouping

of non-MWD
convince

makes clear that SDCWA seeks no shifting

member agencies the variable

rate mechanisms

regardless

cost for delivery

to make the commitments

necessary

to cover its

to consider

other

or levels to avoid cost shifting.

Treatment.

agreement

SDCWA seeks no form of preferred

would entitle SDCWA to the delivery

of the potentially

Once the potential
Supplement

Requirement

water will not result in the shifting of any cost. If MWD fails to

fixed costs from sales of MWD water, then SDCWA is prepared

proposed

of the

If MWD succeeds

all its fixed costs from charges for MWD water (Annual

its member agencies

No Preferred

of

selected by MWD.

obtained from MWD to other member agencies.

and Premium Water), then charging

l

MWD

to SDCWA water from such sources and through such parts of its system as

MWD sees fit to utilize.

l

call upon MWD

amounts of water on agreed terms and conditions.

will assume full control over the water made available
deliver

amounts of water,

disadvantageous

treatment.

of Supplement

effect of preferential

effect of such rules has been offset through

Water, MWD would have no obligation

to deliver

The
Water

rights rules.

the delivery
such water to

of

SDCWA

if the effect of such delivery

any other member agency.
preferential

would be to treat SDCWA

If, as some member agencies

rights rules are changed

would thereupon

seek an agreement

per year on a space-available
however,

Supplement

seek a preferred

member

commitments

encourage

of non-MWD

Sharinq.

member

agencies.

water.

SDCWA recommends

in the MWD

that the space

(by relevant

category)

of total Annual

this method of allocating

to its

Requirement

available

would provide

The water made available
rights disadvantage,

to all MWD members.

to MWD is Colorado

of

space would
commitments

at the

needs.

SDCWA’s proposal

the preferential

AF

Nor does SDCWA

made by each of them. Thus, if SDCWA commits to one-fourth

Shortaae

available

purpose.

member agencies to make Annual Requirement

in a shortage

SDCWA

Until such a change is made effective,

on the basis of the proportion

level of their full, anticipated

offsetting

they

of up to the entire 400,000

Water will serve an essential

MWD’s unused capacity,

l

basis.

in the MWD system should be allocated
agencies

disadvantage

position with regard to use of the space available

system for delivery
available

the

Water would be eliminated.

for the delivery

than

have suggested,

to negate the potential

impose on SDCWA, the need for Supplement

more favorably

additional

protection

to MWD

to MWD by SDCWA would, beyond
be available

Significantly,

to MWD for distribution

to the extent the water made

River water, it would also be free of all claims by

4

agencies

with higher priorities than MWD, if the current negotiation

successful

l

Claimed

reaches

a

conclusion.

Lack of Aqueduct

that its Colorado

Aqueduct

able to secure banking
competing

demands,

especially

surpluses.

New demand

MWD’s interest (i.e., the regional
of Colorado

supplies,

for Colorado

being deprived

forecasts

moreover,

are running

in order to deliver

by permitting

have

River

of current and
if carrying

such

at 10% below the IRP.

in utilizing the maximum possible

River water is, in any event, satisfied

amounts that are conserved

prospects

is no advantage,

interest)

available

is

are a factor that MWD’s estimates

the long-run

A full aqueduct

Even if California

rules that increase

by Arizona,

Furthermore,

is unnecessary.

that MWD cannot be certain

will be full for the next 25 years.

are such that MWD must anticipate

anticipated
amounts

SDCWA believes

and river operation

not taken into account.
demands

Soace.

amount

SDCWA to purchase

such amounts to MWD for use in its

system. Any extra cost that is paid for such water, above the cost to MWD of
surplus Colorado
inappropriate
particularly

River water, would be paid by SDCWA,

for MWD to insist that SDCWA
since SDCWA

purchase

not MWD.

such water only from MWD,

prefers to have the option of purchasing

other sources.

5

It would be

such water from

I-F.
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Regional

Benefits of San Diego
Water Exchange

County Water Authority
Proposal

The San Diego County Water Authority’s water exchange proposal would
provide significant immediate and long-term benefits to Metropolitan and its member
agencies.
In the near-term, the Authority’s water exchange proposal would eliminate
the need for the All-American Canal Lining Project, for an immediate savings of $120
million. Over the longer term, the Authority’s water exchange proposal would reduce or
eliminate Metropolitan expenditures for additional Colorado River supplies.
Depending on the availability of alternative supplies, the present value of avoided
supply costs through 2020 could be as high as $340 million. The present value of
avoided costs over the period 2021 through 2050 would be even higher, ranging from
$400 to $500 million.’
The construction of a separate San Diego conveyance facility, should such a
facility prove economically and technically feasible, could permit Metropolitan to
downsize, defer, or cancel projects in the current Capital Improvement
Program, such
as Pipeline 6 ($324 million) and the Penis Filtration Plant ($403 million). The
construction of a conveyance facility could also allow Metropolitan to defer several
projects being considered for inclusion in the Capital Improvement
Program (e.g., the
Desalination
Demonstration
Project and Skinner Filtration Plant Module 7).
Potential

Deferred

Capital Facilities:
Additional Supplies:
1999 - 2020
_ 2021 - 2050

or Avoided

Costs

$120 to $947 million
$ 0 to $340 million
$400 to $500 million

The Authority’s water exchange proposal would also significantly increase the
long-term reliability of regional water supplies. Many uncertainties exist which will
affect Metropolitan’s
access to Colorado River supplies. The state of Arizona is
proposing to increase diversions of its entitlement by up to 400,000 acre-feet per year.
River hydrology is variable and long dry cycles are documented.
To
reservoir
all parties
scenarios
and 2015.
operation,

increase the reliability of Colorado River supplies, Metropolitan is pursuing
re-operation, such as that proposed under Reliability Plus. However, even if
on the River agree to the reservoir re-operation
Metropolitan supports, many
exist in which Metropolitan will experience
supply shortages between 2010
Without reservoir re-operation, shortages could occur earlier. With reand if the Colorado River Basin were in a wet period and Arizona’s plans did

’ The present value analysis assumes Colorado River supply shortages could develop between 2000 and
2025. Alternative supplies are assumed to cost $150 per acre-foot in current dollars. The analysis
assumes an inflation factor of 3%, a discount factor of 6%, and excludes benefits associated with the first
68,000 acre-feet of yield (the estimated yield of the All-American Canal Lining Project).
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2
not materialize, shortages may not occur until later. Figures
what many believe to be a likely scenario.

1 and 2 below assume

Figure 1 shows Metropolitan’s normal year supplies and demands, where
supplies are defined as normal-year Colorado River and State Water Project supplies.
As shown in Figure 1, the benefits of a Bay-Delta “fix” could be largely offset by a loss
of Colorado River supplies after 2010. Metropolitan would eventually have to seek
additional supplies just to meet projected normal year demands.
Figure 1

MWD Reliability Pius Program
3.5

Million AR
MWD Nom-al

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1 .o
0.5

Colorado River Aquedud Supplies
Under Reiiatility Plus Program

0.0

Source far Demand Projections: Revised IRP Forecast of Normal Weather Expected Member Agency Demands.
Graph assumes water banked under Reliability Plus Program is fully utilized by 2012 (per Reliability Plus
document, page 12).

The Authority’s proposed water exchange would offset a large portion of the
projected shortfall in Colorado River supplies and provide an added increment of
reliability if additional supplies are not developed as anticipated in Metropolitan’s
Integrated Resources Plan. Figure 2 assumes a 50:50 blend of Colorado River and
State Project water; however, similar results would be seen under a 60:40 blend
.
scenario.

3
Figure 2

CWA Water Exchange Proposal
Million AFf
3.5
Bay-Delta

Fix
Loss of Colorado

3.0

- - - - - - -

2.5
Net Normal Year
Demands
on MWO
2.0

1.5
1.0
Cdorado

0.5

Assuming

Eduding

River
a 5050

Suppli
Blend

and

CWA Exchange Water I

0.0

Source for

FiscalYear

Demand Projections:
Revised IRP Forecast of Normal Weather
Expected Agency Demands.
Graph assumes water banked under Reliability Plus Program is fully utilized by 2012 (per Reliability Plus
document,
page 12);
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Colorado
River supplies
plies more reliable.

The Son Diego County Water Authority
has analyzed
the
Metropolitan
Water District (MWD)
proposal
regarding
Colorado
River supplies and believes that the program
may
have some benefits for the region,
but only in the short term.
The Authority has designed
an alternate
plan, which will
increase the quantity and reliability
of the region’s firm
Colorado
River supplies
in the immediate
future and the
long run. The Authority
proposal
also will reduce the cost to
MWD member agencies
for development
of new supplies
and capital improvements.
The plan will accomplish
these
goals within existing priorities
on the River and use Southern
California’s
water to solve 0 major Southern Califomio
water supply problem.
This fact sheet presents the Authority’s
plan, which includes
proposed
long-term
water transfer agreement
between
the Authority and the Imperial Irrigation
District (IID). It then
examines Southern Califomio’s
situation regarding

Sources

of San
demand:

1995

total

ocrefeet
2015

resulting
from
total
demand:

ocrefee?

resulting

from

Diego

County

Water

ocreket,

including

7,000

comewotion
786,000

ocrtftet,

including

80,000

conrewotion

Gruundwoter

800
700

Supply

560,000

-I

THE SAN

DIEGO

and proposals

to make

those sup

COUNTY

WATERAUTHORIIY’S PIAN
Britfiy

summarized,

the Authority’s

plan would:

Commit the Authority
to purchase
a large portion of
its future supplies from MWD
to financially
support
MWD’s
operating
budget and current Capital
Improvement
Program.
Allow the Authority
to use capacity
in the MWD
system to deliver water purchased
by the Authority
from others, including
IID. A portion of this capacity
would be ovoilable as space permits.
Reduce MWD’s
Capital Improvement
Program commensurate
with member agencies’
commitments
to
purchase
future supplies.
Recognize
the regionaf
benefits of agricultural
water soles through continuation
of MWD’s
program
to provide a water rate discount
commensurate
with’these
benefits.
Improve water quality through
MWD’s
commitment
to provide o blend of water supplies in
accordance
with Section 7 36 of the MWD Act.
Provide more reliable
Colorado
River supplies
through water transfers.
The Authority
plan would bring additional
firm Colorado
River entitlements
to urban Southern California.
It would
make existing Colorado River supplies
more reliable
in the
short term and increase supplies available
from the River for
into the next century. Moreover,
this water would be highly
reliable because of IID’s senior entitlement
rights.
The Authority
has begun negotiotions
with IID to fund ogricultural water conservation
projects and transfer the COP
served water to the Authority.
The Authority’s
goal is to
acquire up to 400,000
acre-feet of water annually
for at
least 50 to 100 years ot a price comparable
to that of other
reliable sources.

1995

2015

Continued

on next page
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BENEFlTS TO

Transfer water from IID would augment San Diego County’s
supply from MWD; the Authority would remain on MWD
member agency and commit to purchase a significant
amount of woter from MWD every year. This commitment
would help to ensure MWD’s fiscal stability.

SOUTHERN

The Authority
plan would benefit MWD’s
service area by
reducing
the growing
demand
on the MWD’s
limited woter
resources. The proposal
is consistent with MWD’s
Integrated
Resources Plan, which encourages
the district’s member
agencies to develop additional
woter supplies,
and thus
moke the regional
woter supply more reiioble.

The transfer water from IID either would be wheeled
through
the Colorodo
River Aqueduct
or delivered
through o new
facility constructed
by the Authority.

A water t&sfet
agreement
San Diego County to:
+

+
+

with

IID would

help

The Authority
+

Maintain
on adequate,
relioble water supply, which
in turn helps sustain the county’s economy,
protects
(ohs and mointoins o high quality of life.
Obtain
on “insurance
policy” against the impact of
water shortages
in times of drought.
Provide a degree of independence
that would
allow the San Diego region to control a rignificont
portion of its own destiny OS far OS water is
concerned.

San Diego

County

Water

(Includes

Water

Authority

Projected

Rates,

Charge,

Standby

CAUFORNIA

+

+

Payments
MWD

charges]

pr~pod

would:

Provide the region with more reliable
water
supplies.
Allow MWD member agencies
to ovoid investing
between
$350 million and $1 billion (todoy’s
dollars) in proiects that the district estimates ore
necessary to keep the Colorado
River Aqueduct
full.
Provide MWD with more certain revenue sources
through a firm commitment
by the Authority
to
purchase
the district’s woter.

through

2020

BENEFrrS TO
CALIFORNIA
The Authority
plan also
would serve California
OS
a whole by providing
o
Southern
California
solution to a Southern
Califomio
water supply
problem,
which in turn
could reduce demonds
on
the State Water Project
ond help relieve pressure
on the Boy-Delta.
The
plan also would help
make agricultural
water
use more efficient.
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Colorado River Issues
and Solutions
Colorado River fiows

and entitlements

Because of the long lead time required to put a major water
transfer agreement
into effect, he future is now for the
Authority and IID. Imperial Valley farmers and IID itself will
need up to 20 years to fully implement
conrervbtion
pro
grams necessary to save 400,000
acre-feet of water annuolty
and moke it ovailoble
to Son Diego County. Moreover,
before conservation
itself may occur, the involved agencies
must rigorously review all potential consequences
of a transfer

Averuge
estimatd
annual
PtlUtFw

tot&

Tom1 Colorado
River entitiemcnts

agreement.

16.5
(Numbers

ore

in millions

of

OCd&]

Meanwhile,
the potential
for water shortages looms in the
near future, as documented
by the State Water Plan.

Some:
Colorudo
Boclrd

MWD’S PROGRAM
MWD’s Coiomdo
called foor:
+

l
+
+
l

River

River
of

Ccdomio

Reliability

PIUS Progmm

Enabling
MWD to bank water saved through
conservation
measures already in place, potentiol
additional
conservation
measures and deliveries
not
token by MWD to control salinity levels in its
distribution
system.
Providing
30,000
acre-feet per year of MWD
entitlement
water to Nevoda.
Lining the All-American
Conol and bonking
the
soved water.
Storing water in Arizona
groundwoter
basins
through 2000.
Implementing-revised
Colorado
River reservoir
operating
criteria to allow a greoter drowdown
of
storage reservoirs.

4

The disparity between natuml flows and apportionments
cop
cems the Lo&
Basin states in particular.
Califomio
uses all of
its annual apportionment,
plus surplus woter and opportioned
water unused by other states. MWD relies on surplus and
unused water for more than half of its Colorado
River
Aqueduct
deliveries. Nevada will fully use its Colorado
River
apportionment
within the next 10 to 15 years. Arizona
jeaL
ously guards its apportionment
for long-term use and is de&
oping o plan to substuntiolly
increase its use of River water in
the near futvre.
Given this situation, MWD projects it moy not receive all the
water it needs from the Colorado
River by as early OS 1999
and in any case no later than the 2020s.

OVERALLOCATIONS AND FUTURE SHORTAGES
SHORT -TERM REUABlUlY
The 1922 Colorado
River Compact resulted in onnual apportionments of 7.5 million ocrefeet
of Colorodo
River water to
the Upper Bosin and 7.5 million acrefeet
to the Lower Basin.
A 1944 treaty obligated
the United States to deliver 1.5 million acre-feet per year to Mexico. When the Compact was
being negotiated,
the Colorodo
Riv&‘s estimated annual notural flow averaged
18.1 million acr&et
at Lee Ferry.
Contrasting
this hydrology
with the estimated natural flow of
15 million acre-feet per year between
1906 and 1994 sup
--sts that the Compact wos negotioted
during a period of
normally high flows and that the Colorado
River is overapportioned.
Since 195 1, tti e average annual flow is 13.9
million acre-feet.

MWD’s
proposal
is designed
to make its Colorado
River
supplies more reliable into the early years of the 2 1 st century.
MWD acknowledges
that beyond the next 20. years its sup
plies could become less reliable,
but contends that it can act
in the future to secure additional
water.
However,
it takes time to develop
the necessary quantities
of
additional
supplies through implementation
of conservation
measures.
An agency pursuing
such a course must act now
to make sure such woter is available
20 or more yeurs in
the future.
Continued on bock page
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ColoradoRiverIssues
andSolutions
REACllONS TO AND’S

PROPOSAL

and Nevada.
In a November
28, 1995 letter, the imperial
Irrigation
District, Coachella
Volley Water District and Polo
Verde Irrigation
District stated their opposition
to unilateral
MWD actions that may jeopardize
existing rights to River
water.
Arizona
objects to any proposal
that will increase its risk of
shortages,
according
to the Arizona
Deportment
of Water
Resource’s
November
1995 paper, “Colorado
River Issues:
The Arizono
Perspective.”
The paper also states that

The Authority believes the MWD proposal
moy not achieve
the district’s stated goals and also faces a number of hurdles. MWD’s proposal
to bank what ore in essence surplus
supplies has not been well received by those that are using
less than their apportionment.
In the face of this opposition,
MWD announced
on March
19 that it had withdrawn
its
plan to provide 30,000
ocrefeet
of MWD entitlement
woter
to Nevada. In addition,
objections
from throughout
_ r Arizono
only supports banking
that occurs off the moin_
:
stream
River.
California
make MWD’s
proposal
to Iine the AILAmerican
Canal and bank the saved water unlikely to occur.
Should MWD proceed
with its proposal,
it moy well face
MWD’s proposal does not include banking for others. It is
a protracted
legal struggle.
“History
demonstrates
that
more likely that all River users would be allowed
to bank sup
Arizona
will take whatever
actions that ore necessary to
plies under certain circumstances.
The benefits of banking, if
protect its entitIement
to Colorado
River water,”
Arizona
any, to MWD could depend on how much water other parties
Governor
Fife Symington
wrote in a November
22, 1995
ore allowed to bank. MWD is the primary user of surplus
letter to Bruce Babbitt, Secretary
of the Interior.
water now. Any water conserved by MWD already accum~
lates in Lake Mead and is available
as o part of the surplus
Moreover,
the proposal
requires
approval
from both the
supply. Water banking
by other parties could actually
federal and California
state governments.
Opponents
would
decrease the availability
of these s~rphs
supplies.
attempt to stall any MWD action in Congress
and the
California
Legislature.
‘. s for MWD’s recommendation
to change River operations,
the Bureau’s reservoir studies indicate this may result in
Even if MWD overcomes
these obstacles and puts its
increased surplus deliveries
in the next 15 to 20 years.
proposal
into effect, the progrom
does not go for enough in
However, it also increases the risk of shortages.
In the long
meeting urban Southern Colifomio’s
projected
water needs.
term, there would be an increasing
probability
that Arizona
As already noted, MWD says the program
aims to alleviate
would be adversely affected and no surplus supplies would
potential
shortoges
for the next 20 to 30 years. MWD is
be ovoiloble for MWD. The Bureau may even declare shortsilent on what will happen
after that.
ages on the River.
MWD’s program
must have the support
Colorado
River contractors
in Colifomio,

of the other
as well as Arizona

The San Diego County Water Authority
believes the region
will need other measures of o more long-term
nature to
provide a sufficient, reliable
woter supply in the future.

San Diego County
Water Authority
3211 Fii
Ave.
San Diego, CA 92103
APRIL 1996
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Concerns

of MWD Member Agencies

II-A.

List of Concerns and Responses

II-B.

Addressing

MWD Member Agency Concerns

MWD AND MEMBER

AGENCY

Concern

Response
None, if all Fixed Costs Collected
and Premium Charges

Cost Shifting
Colorado

River Aqueduct

Capacity

System-wide

Unused Capacity

Pricing for Supplement and
Additional Supplement Delivery

Variable

Shortage

Shared Reductions

Sharing

Similar Arrangements
Agencies

CONCERNS

for Other

Allowed

Under MPC
Exists

Cost Pricing
During Shortages

MWD AND MEMBER

I

AGENCY

Concern
Operational
Priority

Blending

Issues

for Use of MWD System

Objectives

CONCERNS
ResDonse

Operating

Agreement

with Member

Agencies

All MWD Member Agencies With MPC can
Participate
Proportionately
Either

500 ppm or 50/50 Blend is Acceptable

CIP and Other Benefits

SDCWA

and MWD are Evaluating

Ramp up Schedule

20,000 - 25,000

per Year Maximum

San Diego
Addressing

County

Water Authority

MWD Member Agency Concerns Regarding the Authority’s
to Resolve Colorado River and Rate Refinement
Issues

Proposal

Cost Shifting. MWD agencies have raised concerns that the Authority’s proposal shifts
costs to other agencies. Cost shifting occurs regularly with MWD’s current rate
structure, as agencies “roll off” the MWD system when local supplies are abundant or
as MWD subsidizes local supply development
through payment of incentives. The
Authority proposes that MWD agencies make commitments to purchase MWD supplies.
Any purchase of MWD supplies above that commitment would be subject to a premium
charge, as proposed in MWD’s Rate Refinement Process. These sales should cover
all of MWD’s fixed charges, therefore no additional cost shifting will occur as a result of
the Authority’s proposal. Also, the level and extent of existing cost shifting will be
reduced.
Colorado River Aqueduct Caoacitv. MWD has stated that the Colorado River Aqueduct
does not have unused capacity available for the Authority’s use. The Authority’s
proposal takes a system wide approach, as does MWD’s pricing policies for water
supplies. These policies do not distinguish between the differences in water quality
that member agencies receive from MWD. Because MWD’s system has unused
capacity, water exchanges as proposed can take place. However, if the Authority’s
exchange of supplies would increase MWD’s cost of other supplies after it meets water
quality objectives, the Authority would consider reimbursing MWD for these increased
costs.
Pricinq for Supplement and Additional Supplement Deliverv. The, Authority proposes
variable cost pricing, because under the proposal, MWD’s fixed costs would be
covered by sales of annual requirement water and “premium” charges.
Shortase Sharing. The Authority’s “exchange” deliveries could be reduced during a
shortage, if such deliveries were to place the Authority in a preferred position relative to
other MWD agencies.
Similar Arranaements for Other Aqencies. The Authority’s proposal would allow other
MWD member agencies to make similar arrangements with MWD, for similar benefits
realized by MWD.
Operational Issues. Because the proposal is to exchange water supplies, rather than
for a specific MWD capacity commitment, MWD would have the operational flexibility it
needs to make deliveries of supplement supplies and additional supplement.
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Addressing
Page2

MWD Member Agency Concerns

Proportional
Use of Unused MWD System. All MWD member agencies with a minimum
purchase commitment to MWD would be allowed to use MWD’s unused system
capacity, in proportion to their purchase commitment (Figure 1).
Blendina Obiectives. The proposal gives MWD the discretion to supply its member
agencies with either a 50/50 blend or 500 PPM TDS supply, once its Eastside
Reservoir is in operation.
Capital Improvement Proqram (CIP) and Other Benefits. MWD and the Authority are
evaluating the impacts of the Authority’s proposal on MWD’s CIP. Preliminary results
indicates that cost savings can be achieved.
Ramp-up of Authoritv Deliveries. The Authority proposes a 20,000 to 25,000 acre foot
per year ramp up schedule, maximum. It would take a minimum of 10 years for the
Authority to reach its proposed 200,000 acre foot per year delivery of supplement
SUPPlY.
Figure I

Proportional

Use of Unused MWD System Capacity

kaes ta Unused System
lmfintte
ta Share af Total
L?.P.-.“.“&...^“*

System

S:\MWD\PROSUM44.DOC

Capacity

=

2.0 MiUiin
_1.3 Million
3.3 Million

AFY SWP
AFY CRA
AN Total

Unused

System

Capacity

= ?

4/X/96
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Colorado River Aqueduct

Ill-A.

Colorado

River Aqueduct

Capacity

Capacity

Colorado

River Aqueduct

Capacity

Section 136 of the Metropolitan Act establishes as an objective
extent practicable, Metropolitan provide a 50:50 blend of State Project
River water to its member agencies, The purpose of Section 136 is to
member agencies contributing funds to the State Water Project receive
share of the Project’s reliability and water quality benefits.

that, to the
and Colorado
ensure that
an equitable

Figure 1 shows capacity projected to be available in the Colorado River
Aqueduct if Metropolitan delivers a 5050 blend of Colorado River and State Project
water, in accordance with Section 136 of the Metropolitan Act. By providing a 50:50
blend of State Project and Colorado River water, Metropolitan should be able to
achieve a total dissolved solids (TDS) level of 500 parts per million (PPM).

Available
Under

Figure 1
Colorado
River Aqueduct
Capacity
CWA Water Exchange
Proposal
50:5Q Blend Scenario

Million AFY
1.4
CRA Capacity

= 1.3 Million

AM

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

F&
Year
Some
for Demand Projections:
Revised IRP Forecast of Normal Weather Expected Agency Demands.
Graph assumes water banked under Reliability Plus Program is fully utilized by 2012 (per Reliability
Plus
document.
page 12).

Based on Metropolitan’s
latest demand projections, the Authority’s exchange
water would not displace any normal-year Aqueduct deliveries. Since the Authority
proposes to reimburse Metropolitan for its incremental cost of delivering exchange
water, the Authority’s proposal would not result in any costs to Metropolitan beyond
those it would incur to meet its existing water quality obligations.
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If, in the future, the salinity level of Colorado River supplies decreases, it may be
possible to achieve a TDS standard of 500 PPM with a 60:40 blend of Colorado River
and State Project water. Figure 2 shows capacity projected to be available in the
Colorado River Aqueduct if Metropolitan delivers a 60:40 blend of Colorado River and
State Project water.
Figure 2
Colorado River Aqueduct

Available
Capacity
Under CWA Water Exchange Proposal
60:40 Blend Scenario

Fscal Year
Source for Demand Projections:
Revised IRP Forecast of Normal Weather Expected Agency Demands.
Graph assumes water banked under Reliability Plus Program is fully utilized by 2012 (per Reliability Plus
document,
page 12).

Based on Metropolitan’s latest demand projections, the Authority’s exchange
water could potentially displace a small amount of Aqueduct capacity between the
years 2004 and 2012. Under such a scenario, th,e Authority would consider
compensating
Metropolitan in an amount equal to the differential between Colorado
River Aqueduct and State Project pumping costs. This differential is currently
estimated at $60 per &z-foot.
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State \Mater

$601AF
mitigation
rate
Colorado
River
Aqueduct

Charged if CWA exchange
water displaces
water in CRA

7

Impact on MWD Member Agencies

IV-A.

impact on MWD Member Agencies
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THIS SECTION

LEFT INTENTIONALLY

BLANK.

Metropolitan
and Authority staff are analyzing the potential impact of the Authority’s
water exchange proposal on other Metropolitan
member agencies.
A copy of the
analysis will be provided when it is completed.
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Sun Diego

County
A Public

3211

Water Authority
Agency

Fif?h Avenue
l
San Diego, California
92103-5718
(679) 632-4100
FAX (619) 297-0511

December

12,1995

John V. Foley, Chairman
Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California
P.O. 50x 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054
Dear Chairman

Foley:
Long-term Partnership for Develop’ment of
.ronal Supplies for Metrooo&rn’s
Service Area

As Tim Quinn stated at the Water Planning and Resources Committee meeting
yesterday, one of the primary purposes of the proposed Memorandum
of Understanding
between Metropolitan and the Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) is to share in the
costs necessary to line the All American Canal. As stated in the MOU, Metropolitan
shall
then make available up to 30,000 AF of Colorado River water annually to the SNWA by
forbearing
Metropolitan’s
use of its fourth priority Colorado River entitlement.

_

The San Diego Delegation suggests that instead of entering into a cost sharing
arrangement
with SNWA and having California’s valuable water supplies flow to Nevada,
that Metropolitan
provide its member agencies with first right of refusal to partner with
Metropolitan
on lining the Canal and keeping Metropolitan’s entitlement water in California.
We understand the need to work with the parties on the River to secure additional
long-term reliable supplies, but question whether Metropolitan is jeopardizing
regional
reliability by not securing the total 67,000 acre-feet of savings that was identified in the 5
Integrated Resources Plan. Prior to negotiating with SNWA, Metropolitan
should
determine if cost-sharing arrangements
exist with any of it’s member agencies to allow for
all of this cost-effective
supply to be utilized within Metropolitan’s service area.
Sincerely,

/

cc:

Mark Watton
Chair, Board of Directors

MWD Directors

COUNT-7
*
.-,.
,.. .*
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San Diego

County
A Public

Wafer

Authority

Agency

3211 Fifth Avenue
l
San Diego, California
92103-5718
(619) 682-4100
FAX (619) 297-0511

January

8, 1996

Mr. John R. Woodraska
General Manager
Metropolitan Water District
‘bf Southern California
P.O. Box 54153
Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, CA 90054
Dear Woody:
Draft Aareement
As
draft of a
Colorado
Irrigation

in Princiole - Intra-State

Wheeling

promised in our meetings on January 4 and 5 in Ontario, I am enclosing a
proposed Agreement in Principle for Intra-state Wheeling using Metropolitan’s
River Aqueduct to facilitate the Authority’s water transfer with Imperial
District (IID).

Because we have not yet concluded our negotiations with IID, I am unable to be
more specific about the quantities of water we need to wheel, but I believe this proposal
would make available sufficient capacity to accommodate the Authority in the nearterm.
We are proposing this Agreement in Principle as a good faith compromise to
secure a long-term reliable water supply on the Colorado River Aqueduct for Southern
California, while at the same time accommodating
the principles outlined in your
Colorado River Reliability Program.
I look forward to discussing our proposed Agreement in Principle with you as
soon as possible. I have given a copy to Abraham D. Sofaer and I have asked Mr.
Sofaer to schedule a meeting for us.
Sincerely,

Robert R. Campbell
cc: Abraham

D. Sofier
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COtiFIDENTIAL
DRAFT
AGREEMENT
IN PRlNCfPLE
lntra-State
in future years there is projected
conveyance

to be 600,000

capacity which would be available

San Diego County Water Authority
conserved

water from imperial

settlement,
available

Metropolitan

Wheeling

(SDCWA)

irrigation

AFNR

of Colorado

River aqueduct

about 80 percent of the time.

intends to enter a long-term

lease for

District (IID). As a part of a regional

Water District of Southern

a portion of that capacity so that SDCWA

California

(MWD) should make

can wheel IID conserved

water to

San Diego County.

The quantity
However,

of water and the term of the agreement

conceptually

made available
Agreement.

the “middle portion” of the Colorado

aqueduct

capacity would be

annually to wheel all leased water during the term of the IID/SDCWA
Under such an arrangement,

on the aqueduct.
for wheeling

are still under negotiation.

MWD’s.Priority

4 water would have first call

SDCWA would have second call on available

IID conserved

and other waters’consistent

conveyance

water. MWD would use the remaining
with the Colorado

River Reliability

capac’w

capacity for Priority 5

Program.

The cost to SDCWA of such wheeling

would be based on actual costs, consistent

the Katz legislation

San Luis Rey Indian Water Rights Settlement

Agreement,

and the proposed

estimated

.

with

to be $58/AF.

A::INlXi.DOC
l/8/

96
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Vrepared
my MWD stall and given to Rate
Refinement
Task force on l/22/96

PROPOSAL BY
TBE SAN DIEGO CODNTY WATER AUTHORlTY
FORTEE WHEELING
OF TRANSFER
WATER
Backmound
In mediated negotiations involving both the management of the Colorado River and the
refinement of Metropolitan’s current rate structure, two antral issues have arisen which involve the San
Diego County Water Autboriry (SDCWA) and the Metropoiitan Water District of Southern California
(Metropolitan): first, the ability of SDCWA to obtain independent supplies through water transfers and,
second, the terms and conditions under which such water would be “wheeled” through Metropolitan’s
system. In a recent letter to Metropolim
SDCWA provided a specific proposal in an attempt to resolve
theseissues. Thistisheetsummaks
the SDCWA proposal and asxsses its impacts on the other
Member Agencies ofMetropoLitan.
SDCWA Proposal
Specific elements of the SDCWA proposal include:
l

.

Metropolitan would agree to make available the “midche portion” of its Colorado River
Aqueduct (CRA) to wheel water leas& by SDCWA from the Imperial Irrigation District (IID).
Under the SDCWA proposal, Metropolitan’s 550,000 acre feet (AP) of Priority 4 water would
have first priority in the CR& any water leased hy SDCWA would have second priority, and all
other water for regional purposes would have third priority.
SDCWA proposes to pay S5S per AF for delivery of the leased water by Metropolitan. This
amount reflects the acuraI incremcntaI costs of delivery of JID water through tire CRA and
Metropoiitan’s distribution system to SDCWA The SDCWA proposal includes no payment for
capital or other fixed costs.

Imnacts of the SDCWA Proposal
The SDCWA proposal would result in low cost delivery of leased water to the SDCWA.
However, the proposal would also have numerous significant negative impacts on all other Metropolitan
Member Agencies. These impacts include the following:
l

l

l

The SDCWA proposal seeks clear priority of wheeled water over water that would otherwise be
delivered through the system to ah of Metropolitan’s Member Agencies, which have c&xtively
paid for the system. Such a proposal is unprecedented and inconsistent with the 1986 Katz
wheeling legislation This legislation explicitly protected the priority use of transportation
capacity by the agencies which own or control such capacity by requiring wheeling only through
capacity that would otherwise be unusedThe SDCWA proposal would not result in any new water in Metropolitan’s servia area.
Btxzurse Metropolitan intends to operate the CRA at capacity (except for occasional responses to ,
water quahty concerns), the proposal displaces water available for regional use at a cost of as
little as twenty-five ants per AP with water costing several huntired dollars per AP for use by a
singleMember Agency.
To replaa these supplies, Metropolitan would he rrguired to turn to higher cost suppk through
the State Water Project system. The cost of the replacement supply would range from ahout S80
per AF to nearly 9300 per AP depending upon whether additional SWP
entitlement water is
available or Metropolitan is required to purchase additional Central Valley water transfers.

--I
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The SDCWA proposal would result in substantial negative financial impacts to the region
Actual impacts will dtptnd upon the amount ofwater transfex~cd, which nmains undetermined
to date. The following table provides a prehhary
asStssment oftlle range of financial impacu
basal on annual uansfcr amounts of 100,000 AF and 400,000 AF.

AllIUlCOStShift
Present Value of Cc& shift
lxrease in Efktive Water Rate

loo.000 AF Tmnsfer
S28 million
$460 million
SZO/AF

400.000 AF Transfer
5112 million
S1,870 million
s102/AF

These impacts result because under its proposal, the SDCWA would avoid paying for the cost of
the transportation capacity used to deliver leased water. Instead. these costs are effectively
shifted to the other Member Agencies. Depending upon the amount of water transferred, tbc
SDCWA proposal would result in a cumulative wealth transfer away hm all other Member
Agencies of up to S1.8 billion (based on a 6 percent discount rate) and could inthe
effective water rate paid by all other Member Agencies by up to SlO2/AF.
Based on preliminary anhysis, these huxiaI
impacts would be signikant
Member Agcrtcies, as indicated below for selected Member Agencies:

Member Agcnq
Los Angeles
MWDOC
westernMwD
Calleguas MWD
Central Basin MWD
WestBasinhN’D

Annual Financial
100.000 AF Transfer
52.4 million
S3.6 million
S1.0 million
x2.0 million
S1.6 million
S3.4 million

for individual

Impact
~,OOO AF Transfer
s12.1 miuion
S17.8 million
s5.1 million
S10.0 million
$7.8 million
Sl6.8 million
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4mki3
FRAMEWORK

BOR RESOLVING

ISSUES

BETWEEN
TEiE METROPOLITAN

WATERDISTRXX

‘EKE SANDXEGO

FRAMEWORK

COUNTY

OFSOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

WATERAUTHORITY

FOR AGREEMENT

During 1996, California has au historic opportunity to achime chazqcs in the management aftk
would pmvide affordable, reliable supplies fmm this
Colorado Rinr which. after 30 years afnncer&q,
critical source of supply for the next sevczal daxdes and beyond. However. ongoing disputes bexween the
San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) and theIdetmpli&n
Water District af Southern
oftheegaims. Toresolvecdlictshawar~
California (Metmpolitan) atuldjqardizachi~
i.ntemsofho?ilagerlci~
thefbllowi.ngfGmEwokforan
SDCWA andMetropolitan
and to -the
agreeme% including ncar-texm and long-term clshould k adopted.
1.0

NEAR-TExMRELJABxLrrY

ToassurethattheCRArcmains
fkllatthelowcstpossibleaxtand
thatSanDiegoCauntyhas
assuranm of incr&
indcpendtncc in the near-ten& the foUowing four action items should be
developed cooperatively.
11
Reliability Plus. All parties agree to support immwlinn’implementabon
including:

afbliahility

Plus,

l

LiningoftbeAll-Americancanal;

.

emmtationofthcsanLuisRcyIndianWarer
BankinginkxkcMeadtluoughimpl
Rights Eiqlltmmt;
Revised long-tern operating criteriaforthe Cololado River consistent withthe
Bureau’s September 27.1995, dbcussion papcq and
A cost sharing agreement with SouthcmNevada WAuthority (SNWA) thro&
which SNWA pays for and ruxivcs a poxtion afthe water consen& by the MC lining
Projta.

l

l

12
SDCWA and Mctqolitan
commit to good faith negotiations thxough the ongoing
Whcdiig.
rate refinement mediation process to resolve issues r&ted to the ta-ms and conditions for wheeling wattr.
Ultimately, a satisfactory appmach to wheel.@ must pmtta all hkmber Agencks from adwzrsekancial
impacs by assurin gthataparcysedcingwhtclingservia=spaysiufairshanofthcQpitalandfixcdcwts
associated with the txanspor&r.ion and tIm.mentsystem
Alternativt approachesinclude a per-m&
commodityhased wheeling rate or a commitment to pay capital and othcrkxcd costs, regxdkss of the
source of water delivered through apprqniatc agreements combined with a significantly lower mtc for the
delivery of whaled water.
l-3
Central Vaky Transfers, To help provide SiXWA develop a source afindsupply in
thenear-term, Ikktmpolitanand
SDCWAwouldagneto~invcstigatepotratial~
tc&k&cnnwi.UingscUersinthcbtxaIVaUeytoSDCWA
Ccz~~JVallqtran&rsareaMilableat
reasonable prias, mused bansportation capacity gcner&y exists for delivery &such nansfkr water, and
these supplies would be oflower sabiry than Colorado Rivu waux.
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LONGTERM

RELIABILITY

IID~propostdtouansftrwatertoSDCWAforatamofupto100ycars.
Thislong-ttrm
commitment in combination with immtment in new tElusportalion capacity could evumauy result in
signifxant benefits for SDCWA and Metropolitan’s other Member Agencies. To secure these long-term
bench the fnmework agreement should include tht fokwing long-term provisions.
21
Long-TermIID/SDCWATransfer.
Mrtropobauagxestosupportan&ifxquestalby
To
SDCWA, to aqemte in the planning and development of a long-term transfer agxzmen twithIID.
assure regional bendit the program would include coIlsfn@iorl af additional transportation capacity to
deliver wafer purchased or leased kxn IID or others.
22
Financial Support. To help assure the aflordability of such a transfer, h4itropoUan and
SDCWAagxeetocoopemtivelyseek
oursidefimding
sourusforrheconsmxtionafrquired
nansportationfariliti~~inanamoumwhichwonldarmrrtharthetoelanitmstafIIDtransferwateris
mmparahle to the efkhc
rate paia by SDCWA for Metropolitan supplies. Implementalion
of a longtnmIIDtransfcrwhichindndcsadditional~rtationcapacityoouldbesubaantialh/~cialfor
environmental rctS0UnintheBay~cstuary.
!Gourcs might include
Accmd@ly,pountialfimding
S.B. 900 or other appropriate state or fkderal sources.
BENEFITS
Implememation of&is framework for agrumcnt
SDCWA and Metropolitan
For SDCWA, theagreement
.
l
l
l
l

l

l

.
l

would:

Allow San Diego County ratepayers to hen&t frum low cost Colorado River water while it is
available;
Meet the objective of obtaining supplies independent ofMetro@itaq
Rsult in near-term cost savings through purchase of transfer supplies at potentially lower prices;
Help alleviate water quality conams by relying on higher quality ttansfer wiIteG and
Assure ngional support in developing long-term reliability through a truifer agreement with
RD.

For Metropolitan,
l

would ItSuit in snbs’ .- 1 baxi3.s for both

the agreuncnt would:

ksurecantinuedrelianceontheCRAasaregionalresouru;
Assure support for impkmentation
of R&abili~
Plus and decades of low-cost reliable supplies
from the Colorado Rivcq
Provide kancial security for Metropolitan and it’s Member Agcncis,
Result in resource management decisions by SDCWA which arc amsistcnt with regional
planningthroughthelnttgratedResourctsPlan;and
Benefit long-tefm reliabiiv through the possible conshuction of additional infmstmcaut
to meet
the region’s iimre mater needs.
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V.A.4.

4Yts3
‘CONFIDENTIAL’
DRAFT
For Discussion Purposes
January 24,1996

Only

San Diego County Water Authority
-.-.
DRAK PRINCIPLES FOR AGREEMENT
AND RESOLUTION
COLORADO RIVER AND METROPOLITAN
RATE STRUCTURE

OF
ISSUES

1) The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan)
will provide the
San Diego County Water Authority (Authority) a 50/50 blend of State Project water and
Colorado
River water.
Metropolitan
will commence delivery of a 50/50 blend by
January 1, 2000, or when the Eastside Reservoir comes on line, whichever is sooner.
In the interim, Metropolitan will provide the Authority to the extent operationally
feasible
a 50/50 blend of State Project and Colorado River water, but in no event shall the blend
consist of less than 25 percent State Project water between the dates of April 1 and
September 30 of each year.
2) Metropolitan will set the Readiness-To-Serve
(RTS) Charge to recover 100% of the
principal
and interest
payments
on non-tax
supported
debt issued to fund
Metropolitan’s
IO-year, $4.1 billion Capital Improvement
Program, not to exceed $
annually.
All Metropolitan Member Agencies will be required to identify and commit to ,an
RTS Base, but in no case will an agency’s RTS Base be lower than the average
of its prior _ years purchases from Metropolitan.
An agency’s RTS base will
consist of its total purchases
from Metropolitan,
including
purchases
of
interruptible
water, plus any increased annual purchases from Metropolitan
in
the future.
The RTS will not include a “roll-off” provision (i.e., an agency may not reduce its
RTS Base by “rolling off Metropolitan’s
system) nor will the deferral of charges
be allowed,
If an agency’s purchases from Metropolitan’ exceed its RTS Base in any year,
then that new higher level of purchases will become the agency’s new RTS
Base.
Metropolitan will allocate the total RTS Charge to each of its Member Agencies
in proportion
to each agency’s
share of the system-wide
RTS Base.
Metropolitan will credit a Member Agency’s stand-by charge collections against
its share of the RTS.
3) Metropolitan will establish uniform treated and untreated water rates to cover those
fixed and variable costs not covered by tax revenues, interest earnings, RTS charges,
revenues from the sale of power and other miscellaneous
revenues.
Long-term
storage, seasonal storage and agricultural
discounts will be covered by long-term
agreements between Metropolitan and its Member Agencies.
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4) Metropolitan
will eliminate the New Demand Charge as a separate
revenue
category.
New annual purchases from Metropolitan will be added to agencies’. RTS
Bases, The share of the RTS Charge allocated to agencies that are not increasing
their purchases from Metropolitan will decrease over time as their proportionate
share
of the system-wide RTS Base decreases.
5) Member Agencies will be required, on an annual b&is, to submit to Metropolitan
an
estimate of their annual purchases for the next 10 years Metropolitan will reevaluate
and, if necessary, revise its Capital Improvement
Program and Integrated
Resource
Plan in consideration
of : 1) IO-year estimated purchases by Member Agencies and 2)
the provision of a 50/50 blend of State Project water and Colorado River water to the
Authority.
6) Metropolitan will reevaluate
the value of and need for interruptible water deliveries.
Interruptible
deliveries will be covered by long-term agreements between Metropolitan
and its member agencies.
Discounts for interruptible deliveries shall not exceed the
regional value of such deliveries.7) Metropolitan will recognize the value of the additional long-term supplies provided by
an Authority-Imperial
Irrigation District water transfer agreement.
To facilitate the
acquisition
of these supplies,
Metropolitan
will provide
to the Authority,
at
Metropolitan’s
incremental cost, leased capacity in the Colorado River Aqueduct and
that portion of the Metropolitan
distribution
system that delivers
water from the
Colorado River Aqueduct to the Authority.
Metropolitan
will provide such leased
capacity beginning in 1998, in the amount requested by the Authority subject to the
limitations below, for a period of not less than ten years with an option for renewal each
year thereafter.
The Authority will, on an annual basis, provide Metropolitan a ten-year
estimate of its capacity requirements. The Authority currently projects that its Colorado
River Aqueduct
capacity needs will increase by approximately
25,000 acre-feet
annually, from a base of 25,000 acre-feet in 1998 to a maximum of 300,000 acre-feet.

.

8) The Authority intends to construct a separate Colorado River transportation
facility to
bring additional supplies to the southern California region. Metropolitan will provide the
Authority the same financial
support it provides
other agencies
that develop
independent supplies (i.e., up to $250 per acre-foot of supply) in accordance
with the
principles of its Local Resources Program.
Metropolitan’s financial contribution should
reflect all avoided capital and operating costs attributable to the construction
of a
separate Authority transportation
facility, including avoided improvements
to the BayDelta system.
Metropolitan will work cooperatively
with the Authority to secure state
and federal funding sources for the construction of a transportation facility.
9) Metropolitan
will provide a discount to agricultural users commensurate
with the
value of interruptibility and other benefits agricultural water sales bring to the region.
10) Metropolitan
non-interruptible
non-interruptible

will provide non-interruptible
water service to all users that pay the
water.rate
(e.g., Metropolitan
will assign agricuftural
users that pay
rates the same service priority as municipal/industrial
users).
2
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11) Metropolitan and the Authority shall consent to fully support, execute contracts, and
undertake any action reasonably necessary on their part to accomplish the aims and
purposes of this Agreement.
Metropolitan
and the Authority agree that the actions
contemplated
by this Agreement
are permitted
under
the Metropolitan
Act.
Metropolitan and the Authority will jointly defend any action challenging this agreement
or actions taken accordance with this agreement.
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V.A.5.

Proposal

to Resolve

Confidential
Colorado
River issues and Metropolitan
Revenue Structure Issues
January 24, 1996

Water District

The Metropolitan-Water
District (MWD) proposes to increase the
reliability of its Colorado River water supplies for the next 15 to 20 years with
implementation
of its Reliability Pius Program (Program). MWD acknowledges
that beyond this time period the reliability of such supplies could actually
decrease beyond current levels, but has stated that steps could be taken in the
future to secure additional supplies and re-secure any lost firm supplies which
may result from the Program. -The San Diego County Water Authority (Authority)
believes that the Reliability Pius Program will provide only nominal benefits, and
could possibly diminish reliability over the time period MWD hopes it will
increase. Such impacts, together with the shortage that could occur over the
long term as a result of the Program, raise serious questions as to whether
MWD should move forward with its Program.
MWD’s Reliability Plus Program would create a number of problems
the regional water supply. In summary, the Program would:

for

Exchange long-term reliability for an uncertain short-tern, gain in surplus
supplies;
Provide for lining the Ail American Canal but reserve much of the water
saved for non-California
water users. This fails to recognize that federal law
requires that such supplies be used in California;
Relinquish California’s valuable entitlements on the Colorado River to
Nevada;
Attempt to convert surplus deliveries to a firm supply, over the objection of
other Colorado River water users;
Contemplate reducing MWD’s priority for supplies during water shortages by
providing additional water to Arizona; and
Commit the southern California region to using lower quality water supplies,
instead of blending supplies to improve water quality, as provided by the
MWD Act.
Unlike the MWD Reliability Pius Program which gives up current
entitlements on the River, the Authority has developed an alternative proposal
which will bring additional firm entitlements to southern California. The
Authority’s proposal will not only increase the reliability of existing water supplies
on the Colorado River over the short term, but also increase the water supplies
available from the River for the next 50 to 100 years. The Authority alternative
would permit reductions over the long term in other MWD sources of supply,

It
including exports from the sensitive Bay/Delta region of northern California.
would provide benefits to Colorado River agricutturat water users by offering
economic incentives to conserve water and increase irrigation efficiencies.
The
proposal addresses MWD’s need to increase firm revenue sources and removes
It also
many of the inequities associated with MWD’s current revenue structure.
provides a solution to many of the concerns that MWD member agencies have
regarding water quality.
--

The Authority’s
l

l
l

l
l

l

proposal would:

Provide better water quality to the region, without increasing Bay/Delta
diversions in normal and dry years;
Provide long term Colorado River reliability benefits to the region;
Recognize and work within existing prioritieson
the River to develop a
consensus solution;
Provide more reliable and equitable revenue sources to MWD;
Ensure that MWD and its member agencies receive the benefits of
investments in additional water suppiies for the region; and
Provide MWD’s agricultural water users more certainty as to future water
rates.
MVVD’s Reliabiiity

Pius Program

MWD’s Program consists of four elements: 1) implementing conservation
measures such as lining the All American Canal; 2) banking conserved water in
Lake Mead on the Colorado River; 3) changing Colorado River reservoir
operations to reduce potential spillage; and 4) giving up a portion of MWD’s
Colorado River entitlement to secure Nevada’s support for the proposal.
Most of
the Program conservation measures have already been implemented through
past programs by MWD. These past program savings are currently
accumulating in Lake Mead. While the Authority agrees that increased reliability
on the Colorado River is needed, some of the specific elements of MWD’s
program are questionable as to whether they can be achieved without having to
give up valuable long-term entitlements on the River. Other measures, such as
lining the All American Canal, can be accomplished independent of the
remaining Program etements.
ConservationMWD proposes to tine the All-American Canal to save
approximately
67,000 acre-feet of water annually. However, MWD’s Reliability
Plus Program gives up much of these savings to others, including up to 16,000
acre-feet per year to settle the San Luis Rey Indian water rights dispute and an
additional 30,000 acre-feet per year to Nevada. One problem with the MWD
Program is that federal law specifically states that water conserved by lining the
All-American
Canal must be used in California.
MWD proposes to circumvent
this law by exchanging 30,000 acre-feet per year of its firm entitlement to
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Nevada. This questionable arrangement means that MWD may relinquish some
of its firm entitlement without the certainty of receiving any All American Canal
savings, as the imperial Irrigation District (IID) has the right to line the canal and
use the resulting water saved. Furthermore,
IID has objected to elements of
MWD’s Reliability Plus Program and has declined to renew an agreement that
would have provided the water conserved by lining the canal for MWD’s use.
IID’s objections were supported by other California water agencies because of
the concern that California’s valuable entitlements are already insufficient to
,’
meet current demands.
Bankinq. MWD proposes to bank conserved entitlement water in Lake
Mead for its own future use. Others may support allowing MWD to bank
supplies, provided they are also allowed to bank supplies and unused
entitlements.
MWD has a firm entitlement to less than 550,000 acre feet per
year of Colorado River supplies. Any deliveries above this firm entitlement are
surplus supplies made available by annual declaration of the Secretary of
Interior in wet years, or when there are sufficient unused entitlements available
from other users and states. Well over half of MWD’s current annual water
usage from the Colorado River of 1.3 million acre feet comes from these surplus
supplies.
MWD is proposing to use surplus supplies first so that it can bank its
entitlement supplies. The Authority believes that MWD’s proposal to bank what
is in essence surplus supplies would not be well received by those who are
currently using far less than their entitlement.
To entice Nevada to agree to its
proposal, and to circumvent federal law that prohibits use of All-American canal
savings in Nevada, MWD proposes to give up a portion of its firm entitlement to
Nevada. To convince Arizona to agree, MWD has suggested that future
shortages on the River be shared between MWD and Arizona. .MWD’s 550,000
acre-feet of entitlement currently has priority over the Central Arizona Project
entitlement during shortages. Under the MWD suggestion, MWD’s entitlement
supplies would be reduced to less than 520,000 acre-feet and during shortage
conditions be further reduced at the same time as Arizona’s entitlement.
Surplus
supplies would not be available at this time and’shortages
to MWD would be
extreme.

.

The Authority believes that MWD’s banking proposal gives up too much,
and that MWD has not yet demonstrated that it would be worse off by allowing
conserved water to accumulate in Lake Mead without creating an MWD bank
account. Presently any water conserved by MWD accumulates in Lake Mead
and is available for MWD’s use in the future as a surplus supply. To allow
others to bank water, particularly banking of unused entitlement, could create
large quantities of water in the bank accounts of others, thus decreasing the
amount of surplus supplies for MVVD. MWD currently has priority to use surplus
supplies, so to the extent that more supplies are available in Lake Mead and not
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in the bank accounts of others, then the greater the chance they will be available
to MWD.
Colorado River Operations.
MWD’s Program includes changing Colorado
River operations so that reservoirs are drawn down further than present
operations pennit, thus creating more space to accumulate storage in wet years
and more years when the Bureau declares surplus supplies on the River. This
element of MWD’s Re!iability Program will produce, if implemented, well over
half of the anticipated Program water supplies, and at virtually no cost to MWD.
Reservoir studies conducted by the Bureau indicate that this may indeed result
in increased surplus deliveries over the next 15 to 20 years. However, over the
long term there would be an increasing probability of having no surplus supplies
available for MWD, or possibly even having shortages declared on the River.
The Authority believes operational changes could provide benefits to Colorado
River water users, but long term operational studies need to be reviewed
carefully before implementing changes. One question that remains is how much
water is available for use on the Colorado River. In its Reliability Plus Program,
MWD assumed an annual average inflow of 16.2 million acre-feet into the River
system. Others believe that the River is greatly overallocated
at 15.0 million
acre-feet and that less than 14.0 million acre-feet will be available on a long term
basis. In any case, if reoperation results in additional supplies for MWD, then
additional supplies would be available to Nevada. MWD does not need to give
up firm entitlement water to gain the support of Nevada for this element of
MWD’s program.
Southern Nevada Water Authoritv. MWD’s proposal includes giving up
some of MWD’s (and California’s) firm entitlement to Nevada to gain support for
MWD’s Program. Nevada already has an incentive to support the reoperation
element of MWD’s program because Nevada would receive great advantage.
With respect to the source of supply, MWD proposes that Nevada receive
conserved water from the All American Canal lining project, but federal law
prohibits this. Most of California’s other Colorado River users believe that
California’s already short supply of entitlements should be used in California,
and thus this element of MWD’s Program has become very controversial
and
problematic.
The Authority’s

Proposal

To provide a more viable proposal that will manage California, MWD, and
Authority resources more effectively, the Authority has begun negotiations with
IID to fund agricultural water conservation
projects and transfer the conserved
water to the Authority. Initially, water would be “wheeled” through MWD’s
existing Colorado River Aqueduct facility, but a direct facility from IID to the
Authority would eventually become necessary. Wheeling would give the
Authority and IID adequate time to develop the conserved water supplies, and to
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gradually increase these supplies over several years to an estimated maximum
of 300,000 to 500,000 acre-feet per year. The proposal is consistent with
MWD’s Integrated Resources Plan objective to encourage its member agencies
to develop additional water supplies, and thus increase regional water supply
reliability. Unlike MWD’s Reliability Plus Program, the Authority proposal would
bring additional firm California entitlements to southern California, rather than
give up current entitlements to other states on the hope that surplus supplies
would become availab!e. The Authority’s proposal also provides a solution to
the concerns regarding water quality that many of the MWD member agencies
have.
Water Quality. MWD needs to provide the Authority and other MWD
member agencies a 50150 blend of Colorado River and State Water Project
supplies, as is required by the MWD Act. However, the Authority and other
agencies in the southern portion of MWD’s service area receive virtually 100
percent of their MWD supplies from the Colorado River. Currently MWD is only
using 30 percent of its entitlement capacity in the State ,Water Project. The
Authority and other member agencies pay $350 million annually (the Authority’s
share is nearly $90 million) for State Water Project supplies through a melded
water rate and should receive the water quality benefits associated with its
payments. Blending substantially improves the water quality of Colorado River
supplies. A more favorable blend of supplies would provide the Authority
opportunities afforded other MWD agencies for developing independent
local
supplies such as water reclamation.
It would also enhance the system water
quality if a IID/CWA water transfer is consummated.
MWD’s decision to
maximize Colorado River supplies, rather than pumping State Water Project
supplies already paid for, is at the water quality expense of the Authority’s
customers. The Authority believes that its customers should not have to bear all
of the burden for MWD’s decision and that they should receive the blend of
water for which they pa@
Blending MWD supplies would also provide storage benefits on the
Colorado River system and make more water available to California.
Because of
the infrequency of spills and tremendous amount of storage capacity available
on the River, any water not delivered from storage on the Colorado River
remains in storage. This water will be available to MWD in future years, as
MWD has priority for surplus deliveries on the River. The same is not true for
the State Water Project system. The quantity of water available on the State
Water. Project each year is determined by the State Department of Water
Resources.
Large quantities of water are available in wet years, well beyond
environmental
needs in the Bay/Delta and the needs of other Delta exporters.
This water is currently being lost due to insufficient storage capacity on the State
Water Project system. Storage capacity on the Colorado River can be used to
conserve this water “in-lieu,” if MWD would make better use of State Water
Project supplies when they are available.
Similarly, in normal weather years
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State Water Project supplies are allocated in accordance with availability and
Available supplies from the State Water Project
environmental
requirements.
are allocated in accordance with the Monterey Agreement, which allows MWD to
order supplies that it is entitled to and has paid for, rather than have these
No less water would flow
supplies delivered as surplus supplies elsewhere.
through the Delta, and the additional conserved supplies available in the
Colorado River system would relieve pressure on the Bay/Delta during dry
. .- years.
Restructure MWD’s Water Rates. MWD and its member agencies are
currently negotiating refinements to the current MWD water rate structure. The
Authority’s proposal addresses MWD’s need to have more firm revenue sources
and addresses many of the current inequities associated with the current
structure.. MWD needs to have more certainty in,its revenue structure. Currently
about 80 percent of MWD’s expenses are fixed. Thus, regardless of sales these
expenses need to be paid. These expenses include the cost of pipelines
designed to meet peak and dry-year demands, water treatment plants, State
Water Project obligations, and storage costs. Conversely, about 80 percent of
MWD’s revenues come from variable sources, mostly water rates. Because
MWD’s facilities are designed to meet peak- and dry-year demands and the cost
to build these facilities are fixed, if an agency ‘rolls off the MWD system
because they have cheaper local supplies during wet periods, those users that
continue to purchase MWD supplies pay a disproportionate
share of MWD’s
fixed costs. The Authority has proposed changes to the MWD revenue structure
that would provide that each MWD member agency pays more of its ‘fair share”
of MWD fixed costs.
Reevaluate the MWD Capital Proqram. The Authority has proposed that
MWD reexamine its capital improvement program to see where expenses can be
deferred. The proposal would also require that member agencies examine their
future demands and commit to MWD that they will pay for the facilities necessary
to meet increased future demands. Currently MWD has no assurance that the
facilities it builds will be used and paid for. Some agencies are planning to “roll
off“ the MWD system in the future, leaving those left on the MWD system to pay
for past and future MWD facilities. The Authority believes that a commitment by
member agencies to pay their fair share of expenses will reduce MWD costs and
at the same time provide assurances to MWD that facility construction will be
timed properly and in a cost-effective
manner.
Use of the Colorado River Aqueduct. The Authority proposes to increase
long-term water supplies to the region by developing an agreement with 110 to
conserve water and deliver these conserved supplies to the Authority. To
faciiitate such an agreement, the use of MWD’s Colorado River Aqueduct will be
needed for an interim time, until sufficient conservation
can be accomplished
to
make a separate conveyance facility cost effective. Aqueduct capacity is
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available if MWD would provide the blend of water for which member agencies
already pay, and water quality for the Authority and other MWD agencies would
be much improved.
MWD has raised concerns that the other MWD agencies would be
impacted financially if the Authority were to make use of the MWD aqueduct for
its own supplies. However, MWD’s Integrated Resources Plan (IRP) goal calls
for 450,000 acre-feet&reclaimed
water tobe developed and used by the year
2020. It even provides a financial incentive of up to $250 per acre-foot to
develop such supplies. The cost of these incentives and most other fixed MWD
costs are borne by users of imported water. The Authority proposal provides
similar long-term benefits to the region by making use of unused MWD capacity,
without MWD having to pay incentives until an actual facility. is built. Moreover,the extensive local cost to develop alternative local supplies such as reclamation
in many cases exceeds $1,000 per acre-foot. Even with incentives from MWD, it
is questionable whether MWD’s IRP goal can be successfully achieved.
Water
transfers such as the Authority has proposed can be accomplished at a lesser
cost than many alternatives supplies, and thus stands a greater chance of
success.
Incentive Prooram Reevaluation.
The Authority proposes that MWD
reevaluate the regional value of programs such as the Local Resources Program
(LRP) and seasonal storage program, set reasonable incentives that are
commensurate
with the regional value, and ensure that both participating
agencies and MWD receive the benefit of such programs.
Aqricultural Water Use. The Authority proposes that interruptible
agricultural water deliveries be made, with a discount being provided by MWD
that is commensurate with the interruptibility
and other benefits that such
deliveries bring to MWD’s service area. Agriculture not only provides revenue to
MWD through steady water purchases, but provides a great economic benefit to
both urban and rural areas of southern California.
A discounted agricultural
water rate is necessary to keep the economic and employment benefits of
agriculture in southern California.
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V.A.6.
MWD Staff

Response to Authority
l/26/96

Proposal
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V.A.7.

6

San

Diego

County

Water Authority

MEMORANDUM

February 9,1996

TO:

Rate Refinement

FROM:

Maureen A Stapl

Group
o

eral Manager

*
RE:

Authority Proposal for Resolution

of Rate Refinement

issues

Last week during rate refinement negotiations, the Authority was asked to present to
the group its proposal relating to resolution of Colorado River issues, including specifics
regarding the Authority’s proposal to lease Colorado River Aqueduct capacity from
Metropolitan.
This request arose out of concern by member agencies that the Authority
was bypassing the rate, refinement negotiations with its proposal in the Colorado River
negotiations. Let me assure you that is not the case.
In January, at the request of both Metropolitan and the Colorado River facilitator, the
Authority presented a proposal to utilize the Colorado River Aqueduct to facilitate water
transfers by the Authority from the imperial Valley. The proposal was submitted as part of a
comprehensive
package being negotiated by California’s Colorado River users to help
resolve future Colorado River reliability issues. Because many agencies believed that
maintaining confidentiality of documents and positions used in the negotiations would
increase the likelihood of success, it was agreed by all that any communications,
negotiations, and settlement discussions would be kept confidential.
For this reason, the
Authority strongly objected to Metropolitan releasing incomplete and inaccurate information
regarding the-Authoritysproposal
and we are concerned that such actions may jeopardize
the success of negotiations.
As the Colorado River negotiations have progressed, Metropolitan and the facilitator
have asked the Authority to refine its earlier proposal to address certain wncems
expressed by Metropolitan. Some of these wncems overlap with the discussions occurring
in the rate refinement group. We have submitted a proposal to Metropolitan in an attempt
to address these concerns. Certain elements of our proposal have been expressed by the
Authority’s negotiators in the rate refinement discussions that took place in January. I am
attaching a conceptual outline of the elements we have shared with Metropolitan in the
Colorado River negotiations.
I believe that this conceptual outline is in agreement with
many of the issues and solutions your agencies have expressed, and is necessary to
ensure future financial security for Metropolitan and fairness and equity among its member
agencies.
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Memorandum to Rate Refinement Group
‘February 9,1996
Page 2
issue in the Colorado River
negotiations must be looked at in the broad context of its regional benefits much like the
regional benefits afforded local water management programs in the Integrated Resources
Plan. We must all take steps to assure that the Colorado River Aqueduct will be operated
at capacity and should mnsider every viable alternative to achieve long-term reliability of
this valuable asset. While we do not consider the Authority’s leased capacity issue a
wh8eling issue in the context of its conventional definition, we agree that the rate
rsfinernent group should address wheeling to encourage deveiopment of additional
resources when wheeling is required to utilire those resourxxs. Attached is our detailed
response to Metropolitan’s proposed wheeling policies.
the

..

resolution

of the Authotity’s

leased capadijr

in th8 meantime, we are continuing to discuss with Metropolitan and the other
California Colorado River us8rs, solutions for resolving myriad complex issues by whiti we
can all agree on a joint position for Vi-state negotiations concerning the Colorado River.
On8 of these issues includes a water transfer agreement between the Authority and the
Imperial Irrigation District. We believe th8 transfer is an integral part of the solution to the
Colorado River reliability issue and will provide significant benefits to Metropolitan and its
member agencies both during the interim period when use of a portion of the Colorado
River Aqueduct is necessary and in the long-term wh8n a separate transmitiion facility
becomes necessary. We are working with Metropolitan to quantify these benefits in order
to arrive at fair compensation for the leased capacity, Your member agency will have an
OPPOtinity
t0 r8VieW he details of the entire package of negotiated issues when they are
submitted for review and approval by the governing boards of the six-agency negotiators
and th8 Colorado Rive? &ard.
I look forward to meeting and working with all of you to find unanimous consensus
on resolution of the rate mfinemeti iss~8s.
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San Diego County Water Authority
Summary of Proposal to Resolve Colorado
and Rate Structure Issues

River

Member aqencies need to .identifv and fmanciallv commit to future water needs
from MWD. Currently there is no obiigation for MWD member agencies to use
or pay for MWD system improvements and State Water Project obligations. This
means uncertain revenues for Mm and uncertainty for its member agencies
regarding future water rates and charges. The Authority would support a rate
structure which provides MWD with more firm revenues. One way to do this
would be to set the Readiness-to-Serve (RTS) charge to recover j 00 percent of
non-tax supported debt to fund MWD’s 10 year capital improvement program.
Member agencies could select an initial RTS level within certain parameters,
and no “roll-&” from this commitment would be altowed. If current purchases
exceed the RTS base selected,-then the new level of purchase would become
the new RTS base. The base should include all water purchases from MWD.
The Authority is willing to consider oiher structures that would accomplish the
same objectives.
Water manaqement proqrams should be bv contract. Water management
programs such as MWD’s seasonal storage program should provide MWD and
participating agencies certainty as to the level of participation, future financial
levels of support from MWD, and whether discounted water stored will be
available to the region when it is needed. Contracts for program participation
would provide such benefits and allow MWD and local agencies to make
investments in facilities at a much reduced level of risk.
Aqriwltural water issues. Discounts provided for agricultural water sales should
be commensurate with the regional value of interruptibility and other benefits of
agricultural water sales. Loss of agricultural water sales would permanently
impact all MWD member agencies. Currently these sales provide a steady
stream of revenue to MWD. Also, agricultural water users that pay the full rate
for water supplies should receive commensurate reliability benefits and should
not be subject to an annual notice of possible interruption.
50/50 water sualitv blend for MWD supplies. Atl member agencies pay for a
blend of State Water Project supplies and Colorado River supplies, yet many
member agencies receive only the lower quality Colorado River supplies.
Member agencies should receive the quality of water supplies that they pay for.
Improved water quality would allow all member agencies more opportunity to
develop local supplies such as reclamation which depends on higher quality
source water.
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Reevaluate the MWD capital improvement and local projects oroqrams. TheAuthority recommends that MWD reevaluate its capital improvement program to
reflect member agencies’ commitments to purchase water, the Authority’s
potential transfer of supplies from the Colorado River, and water quality
concams discussed above. The local projects program should also be
reexamined. More careful consideration of member agency plans would lead to
lower future MWD capital project and program expenditures.
MWD support for an Authoritv water transfer. The Authority’s proposed water
transfer will provide the region with more reliable Colorado River supplies,
lessen future impacts on the Bay-Delta, and possibly reduce MWD’s capital
improvement program. Support for the Authority’s program would also help to
resolve many outstanding issues (both interstate and intrastate) among other
Colorado River entitlement holders.
Enablinq provision for leased capacitv in the Cotorado River AqueductProviding leased capacity in the Colorado River aqueduct would help to facilitate
a water transfer for the Authority. The Authority envisions to initially lease no
more than 25,000 acre-feet per year of capacity, and gradually increase this
amount over 12 to 20 years to a maximum of 300,000 acre feet. More definitive
demand projections will be available over the next few weeks. Payment for this
leased capacity should reflect the regional benefits of the proposed transfer and
the Authority’s financial commitment to MWD through the fixed portion of the rate
structure.
Financial support for construction of an Authoritv transfer facility. In the future,
the Authority hopes to construct a separate aqueduct facility to deliver water
produced from a transfer agreement. MWD currently provides a financial
incentive for its member agencies to reduce demands on MWD. The Authority
believes that a water transfer as proposed by the Authority would bring similar or
greater benefit to the region at a lesser cost than many of the other local
supplies included in MWD’s integrated Resources Plan. The Authority seeks to
receive a similar financial commitment from MWD for its supply development.
for mainstem banking. The Authority is supportive of mainstem
Colorado River banking of conserved water supplies. The Authority will assist
MWD to secure the right to bank suppiies such as those already being
conserved by MWD through its arrangement with HD or displaced Colorado
River supplies from an Authority ‘leased capacity” agreement with MWD.
Support
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San Diego County
A

Wafer Authority

Pobiiu Agency

3211 Fifth Avenue . San Diego, California 921034718
(619) 682400
FAX (619) 297-0511

November

l3,1995

Mr. John Wodraska
General Manager
Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California
P-0. Box 11583
Los Angeles, California 90018

Dear Woody:
Proposed MWD Policies on Water Wheelinq
-.
The Authority is concerned about the District’s proposed policies and pricing for
wheeling water through the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) system. We think that
the staff position is both inconsistent with the concept of equity for member agencies
and with the current Integrated Resources Plan (IRP) and water pricing policies which
allow and even encourage agencies to find other water supplies. In fact, MWD’s IRP
policy calls for MWD to pay an agency up to $250 per acre foot to reduce their MWD
purchases.
In contrast, the staff wheeling recommendation
attempts to hold captive
those MWD member agencies who wish to wheel water, by including lost sales in its
proposed wheeling rate. The proposed wheeling policy will force agencies to bypass
the MWD system rather than use excess MWD system capacity, and cause water ratcj
to rise unnecessarily
for all MWD member agencies.
Schedule
Last month staff promised the Board and its member agencies that they HFould
perform additional analyses on unbundling of cost factors. Instead, the draft wheeling
policy submitted to the Board this month does not reflect any such analysis nor have
member agencies had an opportunity to provide review and comment. A MWD cost-ofservice study in progress has not been completed, and again the member agencies
have not had a chance to review or comment on the approach being used or the key
assumptiqns.
We would like to see MWD complete this study and develop an
equitable wheeling policy as soon as possible so that the Authority can better evaluate
its proposal to purchase water supplies from the Imperial bigation District. The
Authority believes that the November draft memo to the Board if approved in its present
form cannot result in an equitable resolution of the issues. Fairness requires a full ’
understanding
of the costs and their allocation.
It also requires a clear vision of how
the use of wheeling to supplement supply to District members will be incorporated iri
the IRP and how it might reduce the Capital Improvement
Program (CIP). The draft
MEMBER AGENCJES
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Mr. John Wodraska
November 13,4995
Page 2
document sent to the Board of Directors on September 26, 1995. with the subject:
‘Transporfafion
(wheelir?g] Wafer by Mefropol&n,
* clearly indicates a tack of detailed
study and would not (in our view) stand up to scrutiny if challenged in the courts on the
.basis of fair and equitable rates.
Blanket

Approach

The staff draft reflects a ‘one-size-fits
ali approach’ to making wheeling available
and to the pricing of services. The proposal results in a wheeling rate which can be
higher than MWD’s non-intermptible
rate and at the same time gives wheeled water the
least possible priority for delivery.
IMWD already charges a much lower rate for
seasonal deliveries when excess capacity is available. It is unclear to us how MWD
can justify a lower seasonal rate in one case when excess capacity exMs, but charge a
much higher rate for wheeling water with a lower priority of senrice using similar excess
capacity.

.

We urge that MwD’s proposed requirement for full revenue replacement
(especially if for non-firm capacity) be reconsidered.
The proposed policy recoverS
more than full costs and appears to be designed to penalize those wanting to wheel
through District facilities. Further, the policy allows for “exit” and other fees. MWD
member agencies, at least to some degree “exit” the system regularly. To call for full
revenue replacement and “exit” fees only on wheeling member agencies or upon some
agencies and not others, would be discriminatory.
Such fees would also run counter to
the policies of the Local Resources Program (LRP). Member agencies that diminish
their demand upon MWD through the LRP are not asked to pay amounts to cover the
same fixed costs “that a water sale would provide” to MWD. why then should a
wheeling member agency be required to make such a payment when such member
agency accomplishes the desirable goal of downsizing its demands upon MWD, the
same goal as that of the LRP?
The Authority thinks there should be further detailed investigation
into the
concepts of unbundling services, costs and rates, providing both firm (nonwithdrawabie
capacity) and non-firm wheeling, and separating supply from
transportation.
The Authority believes that this approach, with proper consideration in
the IRP and CIP, will not hurt MWD or compromise other member agencies. The IRP is
designed to decrease the need for new, high-cost supply. Purchase of supply from
outside MWD by the Authority would po just that and should therefore be supported by
staff.
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Mr. John Wodmska

November 73,1995
Page 3

Cost-of-Service
MWD has long relied on the postage-stamp
principle of assigning costs and
benefits of water supply, conveyance and storage facii&es on the basis that the
integrated system cannot be effectiveiy allocated according to use. The Authority has
gone along ;with this approach even though HERare currently receiving our suppiy
principaliy from the Colorado River through the Colorado River Aqueduct (CM) whiti
has lower costs and provides substantially poorer quaMy water than State Project
supplies enjoyed by other member agencies. The new wheeling proposal aggravates
our situation and causes us to question the equity of MWD’s rate structure. & we look
to the future, we see a high likelihood of agency-to-agency
transfers between MVVD
members and with entities outside MWD. We also anticipate increased reliance on
water transfers. The integrated or bundled system approach, as proposed by staff,
simply will not work for this new environment.

.

-

The Authority proposes that the cost-of-service
study (now under contract) be
managed to provide clear separation of the MAID’s supply and conveyance
costs. In
addition, we recommend that facility-based
wheeling rates be included. Contrary to the
staff report, this is consistent with the changes which took place in the natural gas
deregulation
and the trend developing in the electric industry. Finaiiy, the Authority
thinks that separate rates should be established for firm versus non-firm wheeling
service. it makes no sense to charge the same amount for firm deliveries as for
withdrawable
conveyance capacity or even conveyance capacity that is available for
only M-peak delivery periods.
Availability

of Capacity

The staff plan assumes that at least through fiscal year 2003-M the CRA will be
at full capacity. The ability to do that however, is dependent on acquisition of
additional supply from others holding Colorado River water entitlements.
If successful,
this will leave idle a substantial portion of MWD’s State Water Project (SWP) supply
entitlement and increase its unused capacity. We believe that as long as MWD has
unused capacity and suppiy in the SWP system, then it reaify has unused capacity in
the CFW system, because water can be obtained from the SWP to replace capacity
used to wheel water in the CRA Further, it is not clear that the need for MWD to
secure a full CRA has been demonstrated.
Neither do we think that the potential for
future contracts caq be considered as ‘used capacity’ under Article 4, Section 1810, of
the California Water Code (Katz legislation). 1We believe that the intent and purpose wf the Katz legislation is to make prospective unused conveyance capacity available to
other interests, and that based on current contracts there is unused capacity.

-
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November 13.1995
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Effects on IRP and CIP
If a member agency, such as the Authority, is able to develop and contract for a
long-term supply, this should relieve MWD and& member agencies from some of its
high-cost alternatives, such as the subsidy of local supply development, seasonal
storage or continued expenditures for certain features of the CIP expansion. tf a
member agency’s purchase of supplemental wafer from outside MWD displaces
marginal supplies at $650 to $1,000 per a&, the melded future cost to all member
agencies could be IOHRT. The proposed poiicy will clearly defeat the concept or value
of partial dependence on water transfers.
Section 1811 (c) of the water code provides that the transferor is to receive a
-reasonable credit for any offsetting benefit for the use of the conveyance system.”
Causing MA/D’s demands to be reduced provides a defin’& benefit, such as more
reliable supplies and lower costs for other agencies. MWD will be less likely to incur
shortages and therefore will maintain its revenues. The burden on MWD to expand its
suppty base and CIP will be eased. Pressure to sok the Bay Delta problem within a
short time frame will also be reduced.
Additional

Considerations

It appears that the staff considers the SWP as a conveyance cost. The Authority
thinks that this is a supply cost for MWD and that conveyance costs for MWD begin
south of the Tehachapi Mountains where MVVD.takes deliiery of this water. Oniy
MWD-owned facilities should be included in wheeling charges. The Authority also
thinks that the District should exclude the wst of new or proposed facilities from the
calculation of wheeling charges. The current staff proposal violates both principles.
Further, the proposed compensation policy suggests that any wheeling through
the State Water Project wuid be subject to Department of Water.Resources wheeling
charges. This, combined with MWD’s full revenue recovery policy proposal would
result in an agency being charged twice for the use of SWP facilities.
Given cooperative and innovative approaches to the issue of wheeling, HR
believe that solutions can be developed that are truly win-win for all parties. As just
one example, even if the CRA wufd be fully utilized by negotiating new contracts, it
*may still be better for other MWD agencies if the Authority transported some of its own
wafer through the aqueduct. MWD more fully utiiiied SVVP suppiies;improved
blended
water quality, and charg& the Authority for the use of the aqueduct and incremental
pumping costs between the CRA and the SWP- Many MW’D agencies vuould benefit.
:;
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Conclusion
The water industry is changing. Examples from the natural gas and electric
industries provide some good examples of how unbundling and pricing evolve in
competitive markets. The combination of higher costs and supply shortages are
converging to introduce more competition into our business. The Authority believes
that the staff proposal for wheeling access and charges is anti-competitive
and in direct
contradiction of the intent of the Katz legisiation, which was adopted to make available
excess capacity on water conveyance systems. MWD would be well served if it heeded
the warning made by its former Board Chairman in the July 12.1993 Water Problems
meeting. In that meeting on the topic of wheeling, the Chairman stated that the
Legislature would be very unhappy with Metropolitan if Metropolitan charges those who
would transfer water a wheeling rate that is as high as that recommended
by staff. He
said that the Legislature would be-inclined to pass a law that would allow the California
Public Utilities Commission to establish wheeling rates and perhaps other water rates.
You are well aware that we are not proposing to become independent
from
MIND. Instead, we expect to purchase a large portion of our requirements from the
District, but feel the need to at least consider meeting our growth in demands from
outside sources, as are many other MWD agencies. Finally, we urge the staff to work
with the Authority and other interested members to allow in-depth consideration of the
costs, benefits and related issues tied to wheeling through the MWD system. CWA
staff is evaluating what a more reasonable MWD wheeling rate should be with respect
to our IID proposal and which is consistent with the intent of the Katz legislation.
We
look forward to meeting with you within the nex! two weeks to discuss this rate and the
issues contained in this letter.
Sincerely,

Robert R Campbell
Director of Finance
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TAB B, SIX-AGENCYMOU
Whereas The San Dieso County Water Authority
Memopofitan

Water District of Southern California

hereto, recocnize the need to modify

SDCWA

(MWD),

the Pties

&

that it is in both of their interests for

to obtain water from sources other than MWD and

such water to SDCWA

and The

certain aspects of the arrangements

under which they are presently operating;
Whereas the Parties recogize

(SDCWA)

through MWD’s

facilities,

to

transfer

in order reliably

provide for the increased need for water anticipated within

to

SDCWA’s

service area; u
Whereas the Parties recoonize SDCWA’s
wulv

and MWD’s

operations;

need for financial

stability

need for a reliable
in irs capital piogram

water
and its

&

Whereas the Pa&s

recognize that it is in their mutual best interests

to cooperate and assist each other in securing their objectives:
NOW, therefore,
1. SDCWA
to SDCWA,

the Pa&s

agree as follows:

agrees ro purchase from MWD. and MWD

agrees to sell

no Iess than 400.000 acre-feet of water per annum, at prices

established in accordance with Sccrion

of this agreement.

such

1
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purchases mav include treated or untreated firm suuulies, or discounted
~u~u?.ies such as seasonal-shift
aplies

(hereinafter

“Annual

stonpe. Iono rerm storaze, and azricuitllti
Requirement”).

[Annual

Requirement

water

shall be delivered

bv lMWD to SDCWA upon request

shall be available

to SDCWA dutinp sun~lv shorraoes, exceut where bv

weement

SDCWA

mulies

Annual Requirement

has received a discounted urice for a Dorcion of such

in exchanze for intemntibilitv.

sho have made similar commitments

Other MWD
to Durchase klWD

member aeencies
suuolies shaI1 also

receive such suDDIies durinz shorrazes m-ior to M-w?) makinP suDufies
available
MWD
hy

to others. Anv remaining

MWD suouIies shall be allocated bv

faidv and equirabiv amon? all MWD azencies. inciudinc

SDCWA.

water purchased by SDCWA from 1MWD beyond the Annual

Requirement

will be availabie to the SDCWA on the same basis that MWD

suuDlies are available

to other iVWD member aoencies and ar urices

established in accordance with Section
2. In anv vear that SDCWA
MWD yiJ

deliver ,to SD&VA,

Requiremexx,[
by SDCWA
Water”).

of this azreement.1

Durchases its AnnuaI Requirement,

in addition fo the Annual

1, up to 200,000 acre feet of water per annum purchased
from sources other than MWD Ihereinafter

SDCWA

MWD at MWD’s

wili an-anze for delivery

“Supplement

of Supplement

Water to

intake facility at Lake Havesu on the Colorado

to any other agreed pince. [If SDCWA deretines

River or

that sources of

SUDD~V

2
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are not availabie

&pulement

on rhe Colorado

River. then MWD

wiI1 deliver

Water to SDCW.4 throuyh the MWD svsrem from other

locations including

the Stare Water Proiecr svstem.1 The lewd

such deliveries shall be at a rate equal to the marginal

cost of transporting

such water, plus MWD rrearmenr surcharges if amlicabie.
facilities

used. When Suuniement Water is tgansuoned

Colorado River Aqueduct and delivered ro SDCWA,
of WspOtinC

SUCfi water is X8.00

m

Referred

Supplement

equivalent

throuzh the MWD

MWD’s

3. In addition

mar&al

per acre foot plus aDDiic&le

cost

treatment

.

of such

water, and will be entitled to substitute water of

or better quality for actual delivery
to SDCWA’s

to SDCWA upon demand]

Annual Requirement

Water, MWD will deliver to SDCWA,

and Supplement

on a space-available

200,000 acre feet of water per annum (hereinafter
Supplement”).

based on the

wili retain control over the storage and mfer

charzes.

charge for

SDCWA will ananze for deiiverv

basis, up to

“Additional
of Additional

SunnIement to MWD at MWD’s intake facilirv at Lake Havasu on the
Colorado River or to ani other ageed niace. tTf SDCW.4 determines

that

-

sources of suunlv are not available on the Colorado River. then MWD will
deliver Additional
locations includino

Sunnlement

throuzh the MWD svstem from other

the State Water Proiect svstem. SDCWA wil1 pay

MWD the same rate for delivery of Additional
required to pay for delivery

of Supplement

Supplement

Water.

Water as it is

[Availabilitv

of snace

3
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in the m

aqueduct of smem shall be fairlv deretined

basis considering

acrual deIiveries.

water aualirv obiecrives

on an annual

MWD svsrem constraints. and MWD

as stared in Secrion

of the a3eement.l

3. The Parries agree to continue to negotiate rate suucture issues
with a view to their prompt resolution.
recommend
kure

and urge all other MWD member agencies to identify

water needs from MWD,

the needs thus identified,
purchased (Annual
without

“roll

their

and to commit themseives financially

to

both in terms of quantities of water to be

Requirements),

and payment of a proportionate

share,

off,” of aI1 present and future capital costs.

5. MWD
ICIPI.

SDCWA and MWD wiil

asees to re-evaluate

its Capital Tmurovement Progxam

and to adjust. reduce. or delav ‘implementation

based uDon member

aeencies’ commirmenfs to Durchase MWD supplies. MWD shall also
review and revise its Intewted
Proeram inceniive

Resources Plan and Local Resources

levek to reflect the need for such pro&

based UDOII

aaencv commitments

to uurchase suuDIies. MWD adjusted CIP. and
;
values of such proTams which wili be sutured for the retion

demonstrated
bv contracts _

6. rAf?er completion
Section

,J SDCWA

of the revision of MWD’s CTP described is

agrees to support lMWD’s Capital Improvement

Pro+-

(hereinafter

TIP”)

[as adopted by the MWD Board and as

modified

by the Board in the future, for the entire duration of the

4

program,]

throuzh Durchase of its Annual Requirement

proponion

of the CIF’ uaid does not exceed the proponion

Annual

Requirement

provided

that its.

that SDCWA’s

represents of the total annual saies for all water

‘purchases bv MWD’s

member agencies. The effective

water rate uer acre-

foot Daid bv SDCWA shall nor exceed rhe avera,oe effective

water rare Da.id

$v other MWD member azencies.
z. MWD shall provide discounts to agricukura.l
commcksurare
aticuItura1

with the value of imerruptibility

full-priced

and other benefits of

water sales. and provide agricultural

priced water the same reliability

users which are

users who purchase full-

of service provided

to other purchasers of

water.

8. The Parties reco:nize

that water aualirv is an issue of zeneral

interest to a11MWD member azencies. MWD shall meet the 50/50 quakyblend objectives of its Adminisrrarive
dissolved solids TlTXl

obiecrive when its Eastside Reservoir [and Inland

Feeder are] [is] operational.
minimum

Code Section 136 or a 500 PPM total

Until such time. MWD will provide

blend to SDCWA of 25% State Proiect suDDIies between

a
April

and October of each vear.
9. SDCWA shall

SUDDOR

MWD’s

United States Bureau of Reclamations’s
to

position and efforts to chance the
Colorado River oDerations criteria

increase the available vield and su~ulv of the river and to Dromote on-

sueam banking of exrmordinarv

conservation

suDDiies.
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lJ.

The Parties agree to incorporate

in a service contract as promptly
onerating
.

the undertakings

as possible.

recited above

Such contract shall include an

agreement to derail how and when dehveries of Annual

Reuuirement,

Suoplementai

Water. and Additiona

Suuulement

suDDlies

shall be made. The oueratinz agreement shall: (1) provide for delivers
accordance with MwD’s
SDCWA’s
provide

essenrial operating needs. (2) nrovide for

requested delivers schedule includin:

seasonal demands. (3,

for bankin? in MWD reservoirs or storaze accounts if deliveries

cannot be accommodated
fIexibiiitv
qualitv

accordinz ro SDCWA’s

request. (4) urovide

.

for

for MWD to substitute SDCWA sunplies with equal or better
water.

Suunlement

JJ.

fDeiiveties

of Suunlemenral

shall be considered a “local”

MWD agees to

feasibilirv

of consrmctino

Colorado

River Aqueduct.

.

Water and Additional

SUPDIV of SDC3VA.I

SDCWA

sup~orr

suDDlies on the Colorado River.

SDCWA

an additional

efforts to secure transfer

wil1 continue to evaluate the

transfer facilitv,

exuandinm MWD’s

or other uroposed measures. for the t-ransfer

of water to SDCWA for beneficial
facilitv

consumutive

use. Ehouid

or enlaroement

SDCWA

determine

that an additional

Aqueduct

is feasibie, MWD aTees to support efforts to comuiete the

facilitv

in

to urovide the same level of financial

of the Colorado

assisrance to SDCWA

River

for the

6

comtruction of such facilities as it provides to other member agencies foe
the deveIo0oment

of local wafer suunlies.1

12. MWD and SDCWA agree to coouerare in a zood faith effon to
imulement
required,
SDCWA’s

this azreement.

If the consent of eirher MWD or SDCWA

it will not be unreasonablv

withheld.

IMWD

efforts to obtain, and will not unreasonablv

deliver AnnuaI Requirement.

Suuoiement

SuuDIement water supplies to SDCWA.
disagree as the the availabilitv

is

agees to SUDDO~~
withhold.

consent to

Water and Additional
Should MWD and SDCWA

of MWD svstem capacitv to deliver such

suunlies. the parties aoree to mediate anv such disaTeements.
mediation

shall consider actual deliveries

operational

constraints and water qualitv

through the faciIitv,

Such
MWD’s

objectives as stared in Section

of this az-reement.1
13. The term of this agreement shaI1 be

7
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San Diego

Future

County

Payments

Water

Authority

to Metropolitan

Metropolitan estimates the Authority will pay $159 mihion to Metropolitan through water rates and charges in FY
1995-96, not including contributions from taxes. Metropolitan has projected that by 2020 the Authority’s payments
will increase to about half a billion dollars per year. (Note: This projection is based on Metropolitan’s IRP water
demand projections-) The figure below shows both the annual payments over the next 25 years and the cumulative
payments. The Water Authority has contributed a total of $1.6 billion in water rates and charges since annexing to
Metropolitan in 1946 and over the next 25 years will pay approximately $8 billion more. The Authority has an
obligation to its rate payers to determine whether a portion of its projected future payments to Metropolitan should
instead be spent to diversify its supplies and increase reliabiliry .

r
San

Diego

County

Water

(Includes

Water

Authority
Rate.

Projected
Standby

Charge,

Payments
RTS and

to Metropolitan
NDC)
lQ,QQQ,QQC

9.QQQ.QQQ
&QQQ.QQQ

7,QQQ,QQQ
3QQ,QQQ
6,QQQ.QQQ
250,000
5,QQQ.QQQ
2QQ,QQQ
4.QQQ,QQQ
lSQ,QQQ
3,QQQ,QQQ
1 QQ.QQQ

2.QQQ,QQQ

50,000

1 .QQQ,QQQ

Fiscal
-Annual

Payments

Year
--eCurruIative

Payments

4/21/96
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&b
Son

Diego

Preferential

County

Wder

41863

Authority

Rights and Voting Entitlement

Section 135 of Metropolitan’s Act contains a method by which Metropolitan could allocate water supplies in
times of shortages. The allocations are based on historical financial contributions, to Metropolitan from taxes
and other revenue sources. Payments made through the water rate, Metropolitans current largest source of
revenue, are not included in the formula. The Authority currently purchases about 25 % of Metropolitan’s
deliveries, yet under the Section 135 preferential rights calculation would receive only 13 % of Metropolitan’s
supplies in a drought situation. This brings into question Metropolitan’s ability to provide the Authority a
reliable supply of water.
The voting entitlement on the Metropolitan Board is based on assessedvaluation of taxable property within a
member agency’s service area. The Authority’s voting entitlement is 15 % , yet it contributed approximately
23 % of all funds paid to Metropolitan in PY 94/95.
To obtain a purchasing profile more reflective of the Authority’s current preferential right and voting
entitlement, the Authority is aggressively pursing development of new water supplies that will decrease
dependence on Metropolitan and thereby increase reliability for San Diego County.

Current

Purchases,

Vote

Entitlement

and

Ri,sht

Preferential

26%
24%
22%
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%

10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
OX

Member
10

Fy94/95

Purchases

DVoh

Entitlementas

Agency
of 6195

n Preferential

Rightas

of 6195

1
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San Diego

Developing

County

Water

Authority

a Diverse Water Supply

Through its Integrated Resources Planning process, Metropolitan determined that development of a diverse mix of
water resources reduces the region’s exposure to future water supply uncertainties. The Authority is pursuing
development of new water supplies in order to diversify its water supplies and thereby providing a more reliable
supply for San Diego Cotmty. In addition, if the Authority reduces its demands on Metropolitan, it will gain a
purchasing profile similar to that of other large Metropolitan member agencies. As the graph below illustrates, the
Authority’s purchases from Metropolitan represent about 90% of the total water supply used in San Diego County.
The remaining supply comes from local surface storage, groundwater and reclaimed water development. The average
dependence of other member agencies on Metropolitan is approximately 60 % .
There are ten other member agencies who are also highly dependent on Metropolitan- These agencies’ purchases from
Metropolitan are small compared to the amount purchased by the Authority. The ten agencies’ combined purchases
from Metropolitan equal approximately 28 % with the Authority’s purchases alone equal to 25 % . Most of these
agencies plan to reduce their demands on Metropolitan by developing additional supplies. If the Authority doesn’t
reduce its dependence upon Metropolitan as these agencies are doing, the Authority will end up paying for a
disproportionate share of Metropolitan’s existing and future capital facilities. In addition, many agencies’ purchases
vary based upon local supply availability. With less dependence upon Metropolitan, the cost associated with sizing
the Metropolitan system to accommodate these swings will have less impact on the Authority.
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Satisfying the Objective of Section 136, Service of State Water; Blending
The original pm-pose of Metropolitan Act Section 136, Service of State Water; Blending, was to ensure that
member agencies contributing funds to the State Water Project would receive some of its benefits. Section
136 establishes an objective that, as practical, each member agency should receive water that is a 50-50 blend
of State Water Project and Colorado River supplies. The Authority’s deliveries from Metropolitan have
averaged a 75 % Colorado River water and 25 % State Project water blend since the Authority first received
State water in 1978. In recent years the percent State Project water has been much less.
Section 136 was added to the Metropolitan Act in 1974 following legislative passage of Assembly Bill 1477
(Lamerman). An analysis of the bill conducted by the Department of Water Resources in March 1974,
appears to indicate that the ‘practical” limitation in Section 136 was intended to speak to physical limitations
in the system and Metropolitan is required to do everything possible within such limitations to provide a
blend. Metropolitan maintains that the limitation includes other considerations, such as incremental increases
in operational costs. As a result, the Authority has been paying for State Project water yet not receiving the
50-50 blend objective and in turn bearing a disproportionate share of the effects of a high salinity supply. A
1988 report titled Estimad Economic Impacts of Saliniry of the Colorado River, prepared for the Bureau of
Reclamation, estimated that the annual damages to households receiving M&I water containing high
proportions of Colorado River water range from $87 to $146 (escalated to 1996 dollars). Extrapolated to the
890,000 households in the Authority’s service area, this “damage” is between $78 million and $130 million a
year. Metropolitan should attempt to provide the Authority a 50-50 blend whenever currently possible given
existing facility capacity. When the physical capability exists for Metropolitan to provide the Authority with
a permanent 50-50 blend, Metropolitan should provide that blend consistent with its Act.

Percent

San Diego County Water Authority
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The graphs included on the following pages provide a summary of member agencies’
deliveries from Metropolitan over the last five fiscal years (FY90191 through FY94/95).
The purpose of these graphs is to highlight both the differences and similarities
between the member agencies and how each has an unique demand on the
Metropolitan system. Agencies’ needs must be acknowledged
and considered when
establishing programs for pricing, capital improvement and water management.
This
will help assure that the programs are fair and equitable to all the member agencies.
The information contained in the graphs were derived from Metropolitan’s
Monthly
Water Use by Member Agency report produced annually.
The graph below contains the total five year average annual deliveries from
Metropolitan.
The Authority, Metropolitan’s
largest customer, had an average annual
purchase of about 470,000 acre-feet of water. The average of all agencies’ deliveries
The graphs that follow provide a breakdown of the
was about 70,500 acre-feet/year.
total deliveries by class of service.
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San Diego County Water Use

4
The San Diego County Water
Authority was organized on June 9,
1944, to augment local water resources with a safe, reliable supply
of imported water. The Authority
fulfills this mission today by importing water from the Colorado River
and Northern California through
the Metropolitan
Water District of
Southern California (MWD). Typically, 90 percent of the county’s
water is imported.
& In an average year, about half
of the water delivered by MWD to
its urban Southern California
service area comes from the
Colorado River through a 242-mile
aqueduct. The State Water Project
supplies the rest via the &mile
California Aqueduct.
6 The Authority takes delivery of
water from MWD approximately
six
miles south of the RiversideSan
Diego County line and transports it
through five large-diameter
pipelines to 23 retail water agencies in
San Diego County. The fwe pipelines are routed within two rights of
way known as the First and Second San Diego Aqueducts,
4 About half of the water supplied by the Authority has already
undergone rigorous filtration treatment at MWD’s Lake Skinner
facility and is ready to drink. The
rest of the water receives similarly
strict fittration treatment at local
facilities.
4 The Authority encompasses
909,000 acres. It consists of six
cities, three water districts, three
irrigation districts, eight municipal
water districts, one public utility
district, one federal agency and
one county water district. (The
county of San Diego, which doesn’t
deliver water, is an ex-off icio
member.)
SAN DIEGO

COUNTY

() San Diego County’s population is almost 2.7 million, of which
97 percent live within the
Authority’s service area. The
population served by the Authority
is projected to increase to about
2.9 million by 2000.
&
The Authority is governed by
a 34-member Board of Directors
representing
the member agencies. Each member agency is
entitled to at least one director.
The directors are elected or appointed representatives
of the
member agencies. They are business and civic leaders with diverse professional and technical
backgrounds
who live in the
communities they represent.
4
The Authority’s budget for the
1995-96 fiscal year is $289.8
million. Budgeted spending breaks
down as follows: water purchases,
$157.3 million (54 percent of
total); capital improvements,
$75.7
million (27 percent); operating
expenses, $15.9 million (5 percent): and debt service, $49.9
million (14 percent).
4
In 1990, the Authority delivered 647,000 acre-feet of water
-the
most it has delivered in one
year. In 1994, deliveries totalled
432,000 acre-feet, indicating a
continuing conservation ethic
among county residents and an

WATER AUTH0Rrl-Y
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abundance
of water available
local reservoirs.

in

4
The Authority’s assets are .
valued at approximately
$1.2
billion. The assets include five
regional pipelines, two hydroelectric plants, three control
stations, one pump station and
other facilities.
4
The Authority is in the midst
of a major Capital Improvement
Program initiated in 1989. The
program is designed to enhance
and expand the Authority’s
water delivery system to meet
the region’s water needs into
the next century.
&
The Authority is determining the best way to meet the
county’s water needs if an
emergency such as an eatthquake temporarily disrupts
Continued
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help ensure reliak

-Capital projects
Delivering the
water
The County Water Authority is
busy enhancing, expanding and repairing its regional pipeline system, which
provides SO percent of San Diego
County’s water in a typical year.
The Authority initiated the Capital
improvement
Program (CIP) in 1989 as
a long-range plan to ensure that the
county’s water supply is reliable now
and into the 21 st century.
The CIP consists of projects
throughout the county that will cost an
estimated $720 million. The program’s
cost may increase in the future
depending on whether the Authority
board of directors adds additional projects. Chief among the projects under
consideration
is the Emergency Water
Storage Project.

capacity to meet emergency needs.
The bulk of the CIP
has been devoted to
major pipeline projects.
The Authority operates five
large-diameter
pipelines
that deliver either fittered or raw
water throughout the county.
Two pipelines are in the right-ofway known as the First San Diego
Aqueduct. The other three are in the
Second San Diego Aqueduct right-ofway. The new pipeline projects primarily
are located in the Second Aqueduct.

Major projects
Several major pipeline
projects form the centerpiece
of the Water AutbotQ& Capital
Improvement Program. Following
is a look at the projects:
Pipeline

The capital projects are
designed to:
n Upgrade and expand the capacity of the Authority’s pipelines to meet
present and future water demand.
m Allow increased imported water
deliveries into the county from the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California (MWD), which supplies all of
the water for the Authority’s pipelines.
n Eliminate operational
bottlenecks and facilitate pipeline maintenance by increasing the waterdelivery
system’s flexibility.
m Make the system more reliable,
especially where water delivery depends
on a single pipeline or source.
m Provide adequate storage

INcD~\

6

$21 million.
The prc
Ramona t?
ject will expand
the North County’s
filtered water supply
by allowing water
delivery from the
Second Aqueduct
to the First. In addition, it will allow water
to be fed back from
the First Aqueduct to
the Second, thus
increasing the deiiiery system’s flexibility
in an emergency.

A cooperative project involving the
Authority and the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California (MWD),
Pipeline 6 will extend 31 miles south,
from MWD’s Lake Skinner in Riverside
County to Twin Oaks Valley, north of
San Marcos.
Pipeline 6 will increase the county’s
raw water supply by up to 400 million
gallons per day. It also will increase the
Authority system’s reliabilii by providing
a new pipeline corridor across the
Elsinore Fautt. The pipeline will measure
108 to 120 inches in diameter.
MWD will build the northern 19
miles of the pipeline at an estimated
cost of $175 million. The Authority will
construct the southern 12 miles at a
projected $100 million cost.
Construction should begin in 1997, with
completion anticipated in 2000.

The 72-inch pipeline will (
up to 105 million gallons of fitt
water daily to Vista, San Marc
Oceanside and the Rainbow r
The $13 million project w
four miles west from the Seco
Aqueduct to an area just noti
Construction began this year,
pletion set for 1996

Valley

Pipeline

Center

Pip&e

The 4 %&mile Valley Center
Pipeline will be constructed in Valley
Center to connect the First and Second
San Diego Aqueducts. Construction of
the 66inch pipeline is scheduled to

North County
Pipeline

Distribut

5 Extension

San Marcos Pipehe and Rar
PenasquifosPipeline
The San Marcos and Rar
Penasquitos projects will fom
pipeline that will deliver up to

77

e service to county
400 million gallons of raw water daily to
the central and southern county.
The 1 O&inch-diameter
project will
extend the existing Pipeline 5 21 miles
south. At its north end, Pipeline 5 will
connect with Pipeline 6 (upon its completion). When the Pipeline 5
Extension is in operation, another
Authority pipeline now used to deliver
raw water will be converted to deliver
filtered water.
The San Marcos Pipeline, Phase I
of the project, went into operation in
1994 at a cost of $80 million. It runs 11
miles, from Twin Oaks Valley through
San Marcos to the Elfin Forest area.
Phase II, the Rancho Penasquitos
Pipeline, is in the design phase. It will
extend Pipeline 5 another 10 miles,
from Elfin Forest through Ranch0
Penasquitos to the Mira Mesa area.
Construction
is scheduled to begin
next year and be completed by 1998;
the estimated pricetag is $94 million.

Ramona Pipeline
The eight-mile pipeline was completed in 1990 at a $14 million cost. It
uses 36 and 54-inch pipe to deliver up
to 67 million gallons of filtered water
daily to Ramona, Ranch0 Bernard0
and Olivenhain. Some of those areas
received only raw water before the
pipeline’s completion.

Pipeline 4

liver
xi
a.
extend
f Vista.

th com-

new

Pipeline 4B: Scripps Ranch Pipeline
and Mission Trails Pipeline
Pipeline 4 Extension: La Mesa/Lemon
Grove Pipeline and Lower Oiay
Pipeline
The four Pipeline 4 projects will
form a new pipeline delivering filtered
water to the east, central and south
county areas. It will be the second
Authority pipeline extending to lower
Otay, the region’s southernmost
reservoir. It will free up another Authority
line, which carries filtered water, to
carry raw water to Sweetwater
and
Lower Otay reservoirs.
The Pipeline 4B project begins in
Mira Mesa. The first phase - completedin
- is the $58 million Scripps
Ranch Pipeline, which extends nine

miles to Tierrasanta.
It uses 96+&rdiameter pipe and has a daily capacity
of 290 million gallons.
Phase II, the Mission Trails
Pipeline, is under construction.
Itwill
form a 1%mile connection between
the Scripps Ranch and La
Mesa/Lemon
Grove pipelines:
The 96inch-diameter
pipeline,
with an estimated $30 million cost, will
deliver up to 240 million gallons daily
upon scheduled completion in 1996.
The Pipeline 4 Extension projects
lengthen Pipeline 4 another 19 miles to
the Lower Otay Reservoir.
Phase I. the La Mesa/Lemon
Grove Pipeline, was completed in
1994. It extends 12 miles from the
Mission Gorge area through La Mesa,
Lemon Grove and Spring Valley before
connecting with the start of the Lower
Otay Pipeline near Sweetwater
Reservoir.
Consisting of 96 and 1 O&inchdiameter pipe, the La Mesa/Lemon
Grove Pipeline cost $130 million and
provides a delivery capacity of 240 million gallons per day.
Phase II, the Lower Otay Pipeline
project, stretches eight miles from
Sweetwater
Reservoir to Lower Otay
Reservoir. Completed in 1994 at a cost
of $40 million, it has a daily capacity of
130 million gallons.
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Continued from front
imported water deliveries. Combinations of water storage and
delivery options are undergoing
environmental
and engineering
analysis with the goal of providing
an additional 90,100 acre-feet of
reservoir capacity set aside for
emergency use within the county.
4 The Authority has adopted a
Water Resources Plan that outlines how local water supplies
may be developed in the future.
The plan calls for the Authority to
diversify its water sources, increase the amount of water
produced locally and reduce the
impact of future shortages
caused by drought.
4 The Authority continues to
research and develop innovative
ways to meet San Diego County’s
water needs. Among the methods
being used and/or studied are
water conservation, water reclamation, water repurification,
groundwater
recovery and seawater desalination.

health, cost and technical issues
associated with using
repurification to supplement the
region‘s existing water supply.
The study thus far has gained
approval from the state
Department of Health Services,
an independent
panel of scientific
experts and a citizens review
committee.
4
The Authority promotes
water conservation as a way of
life for the San Diego region.
In fiscal 1995-96. the region’s
water suppliers will spend about
$6 million to help provide
ultra-low-flush toilets to &runty
residents. The agency also edu-

cates people about why they
Should conserve water and how
they can do so. In addition, the
Authority funds several programs
that evaluate the operations of
large-scale water-users
and recommend ways they can be more
efficient.
4
San Diego County students
in kinderganen
through the 12th
grade learn about water sources
and delivery, critical water issues
and conservation
through the
Authority‘s school education program. The program offers classroom visits by Authority personnel and in-service training for
teachers.

County Water Authority service area
and member agencies

4
Water repurification is the
advanced treatment of reclaimed
water so it may be safely stored
in a reservoir serving all uses,
including human consumption.
The Authority and the city of San
Diego are analyzing the public
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Draft review documents released for storage project
The Water Authori~
has released
draft environmental
review
documents for a project designed LO
ensure that San Diego Counn
doesn’t suffer lasting economic or
environmental
damage during a
severe, prolonged interruption
of
normal imported Jxater deliveries.
The draft environmental
impact
reporr/emironmenral
impact statement (EIR/EIS)
for the Emergenn
Myater Storage Project is available fir
reliew. The Xuthorin
will take formal
public comments on’rhe draft

Water Authority
seeks public input

EIR/EIS through Feb. 11.1996.
Five public hearings are scheduled. The Authori~
will address formal comments made at the public
hearings in the final version of rhe
EIR/EIS. scheduled for release in
spring 1996.

The final EIR/EIS will be presenred to the .Aurhorin.‘s board of dkctors. which must decide ~\4wther- IO
certifv the documents and select a
preferred emergency. srorage alrernarive.
The draft EIR./EIS analyes in
equal derail four emergeno wares
stooge qsrems. each of which would
eliminate the projected emey;ency
storage shortfall ihrough 2030.
It also esamines the impacr of not
constructing
additional ernergenq
storage capacitv.

Citizens may comment on the draft environmental impact
report/environmental
impact statement either in person at a
public hearing or in writing.
Public hearings
Jan. 30
Jan.

31

feb. 1
Feb. 6

Chula fista Women’s Club, 357 G St,
Chula Vista
West Hills High School, 8766 Mast Blvd.,
Santee
North County Fair, 272 East Via Ranch0 Pkwy.,
Escondido
Senior Community Center, 799 Pine Ave.,
Carisbad

Each hearing will begin at 7p.m.
Written comments may be sent to: Emergency Water Storage
Project, San Diego County Water Authority, 327 1 Fifth Ave., San
Diego CA, mQ3. lhey must be received by Feb. 14,19%X
for more information abontpubIic hearings, submiiting written comments or viewing draft environmental review documents,
call (619) 467-0993.
Note: A public hearing will be held Feb. 7 to allow public agencies
to comment fonally on the draft documents.
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Draft EIR/EIS analyzes 4 systems
The M-ater Authorin- board of directors 611 decide which emergeno- storage
alternative that the ~uthoriy rnk build.
The directors will choose between
four alternatives. each of which is analyzed in equal derail in the Emergency.
M‘ater Storage Project‘s draft emironmental impact reporttien~ironmental
impact statement (EIR/EIS). The draft
EIR/EIS also examines the impact of
not adding new emergeno- storage
capacity in the counn-.
The four altemakres in the draft
EIR/EIS are:

Olivenhain-Lake
San Vicente

Hodges-

This alternative combines a new
resen-oir in the Olkenhain area with
--...f. _

Q&A:

.- -:.

--_..

.
.

Q. How vulnerable is our water supply?
A. Ninety percent of San Diego County’s
water typically is imported through aqueducts
that cross-three major earthquake faults and a
flood-prone river before reaching San Diego
County. A major earthquake or flood could
damage the aqueducts, leaving the region
without normal imported water supplies for up
to six months. We would depend on water
stored south of the aqueduct breaks until
repairs are made.
Q. In what way is the count)8s reservoir
system inadequate for emergencies?
A. The county’s population has grown
almost four-fold since the last major reservoir
constructed in the region, Lake Sutherland,
was completed in 1953. Also, most local
reservoirs were built in the late 19th or early
20th century, and are not connected to the
regionalwater
pipelines. As such, they can
serve only a limited area in an emergency.
Q. Can’t the county conserve more rather
than construct new storage?
A. The Authority’s emergency storage
planning accounts for the fact that most county residents already are using water wisely.
However, after accounting for conservation

.
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- - .. .- - _ -... _ . .. ...: .
.
._
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efforts and the mandatory rationing that would
occur in an emergency, the Authority
estimates that the region is 40.000 acre-feet
short of the emergency storage capacity it
needs. This shortfall will grow in the future.
Q. What about the reservoir that the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California is constructing in the Domenigoni
Valley, in south Riverside County?
A. A certain amount of the new
reservoir’s water is expected to be allocated
to San Diego County. However, since the
reservoir is north of the Elsinore Fault, its
water would not be available to San Diego
County if an Elsinore earthquake breaks the
region’s imported water lines.
Q. How does the Authority know it will be
able to use storage sites owned by other public agencies?
A. The Authority board of directors has
adopted principles of understanding
with the
San Diego Cii Council for joint use of San
Vicente and Lake Hodges. Similar principles
have been adopted by the Authority and the
Olivenhain Municipal Water District board of
directors for joint use of the Olivenhain storage site.

.

IAce Hodges and an espanded San
Jicenrc Resenoir. Constnlcrion would
cost .552:3million. and woLlld incre,lsr
the n-pica1 monrhlv household uatel
bill from S26 to S2k..?Ob\. 200.i.
The .kuLhori~ should constrLLct a
3%foot dam to f&m Olkenhain reservoir. X three-mile.
66inch-diameteipipeline r~~ould connect Olivenhain and
the Authoriy‘s Second -1queduct.
The .%LLthoriFalso would lay a 5,1
inchdiameter pipeline that would
stretch 1 l/2 miles between Olivenhain
reservoir and Lake Hodges. allowing
the IWOfacilities LO be operated as one
unit for emergency storage purposes.
Combined. the reservoirs would
add about 38.000 acre-feet of
emergent storage capacin: to the county’s suppi!.
The Authori? wouid raise the San
\‘icente dam from 2.3-Ifeet to 288 feet,
allowing another XZ.100 acre-feet of
capacity reserved for emergen? storage. A Wnchdiameter
pipeline would
be constmcted LO allow delivery of
\wter from San 1:icente to the Second
AqLledLLct.
The city of San Diego owns San
Vicenre and Lake Hodges. The
Olivenhain Municipal \Yater District
owns the Olivenhain resemoir sire.

San Vicente Stand-alone
A
and San Vicente Stand-alone

B

Both of these systemsinvolve
expansion of San Vicente Reservoir.
Construction of either system would
COSL S.787million, and would increase
the typical monthly household water
bill from S26 to S29.33 by 2005
The San Vicente Stand-alone A
alternative calls for raising the San
Vicente dam from 234 feet to 317 feer
so the reservoir could hold another
90.100 acre-feet of hater. This would
double the reservoir’s existing capacity.
In the Stand-alone B alternative,
the Authority would raise the San
Vicente dam from 234 feet to 298 feet
SO the reservoir could hold another
81

Emergency storage
process began in 1989
22.100 acre-feet
of capacity would
be added through
reoperation. which
involves allocating more
resenoir capacin for emergency storage and addm
pipelines and pump stations
so water can be delivered
\\
more efficiently in an
emergent.
In either alternative, the
.hd~oriry would construct a 1%
mile, lO&nchdiameter
pipeline to deliver x\arer from
San 1:icente to the Authority’s
Second Aqueduct.

In&l studies conducted in l!W!l
focused on surface rrsenxk
groundwater basins and the rropelation of’
existing facilities.
In 1990. the .~uthorir\- screent~I
and ranked 27 sutitce resemoits and 30
ground\\ater basins. The nunkw of
sires under consideration WLSnarrowed
through additional research sevetxl
times in the nest three rears.

Release of draft
environmental
review
documents for an
emergency water
storage system follows
six years of research
and evaluation
by the
Water Authority
’

Canyoc reservoir
Lake t;lociges

ILiLlOSa
2nc!

This alternative combines a
new reservoir in hloosa Canyon
Gth Lake Hodges. Construction

Project incorporates

much public involvement

The Emergenq.\\Bter
Storage
‘rqject has involved more public particpatio&
cornmu+
involvement and
)ublic input than am. other project in the
1~aterAuthori~‘s Sl-year histon.
5lore than 250 public workshops.
x-urns and presentations to communin

groups. government officials and the
news media have been held to ensure
that the project reflected the input of
interested citizens.
The public participation effort also
led to establishment of a Z-member
citizen committee representing local environmental. business. recreational and
other inrerescs.
Committee members assisted the
Xuthorirl;
in determining standards for
screening and ranking 13 potenrial emergenq storage Fstems.
In addition. the Authority has mailed
more than 60.000 newsletters and information packets to interested parties in
the region daring the last three years.

in early 1993. the -Authori? heyn
anakzing different combinations 01
ttater storage ant1 deliyens options that
were termed kxtems.Some 9 witems
were reviewed and ranked using
detailed bioloLgical. archaeological.
engineering and economic ci;lta.
The rop 13 ?stems h;*xd on this
w-king
received a closer esamination
be<ginning in Au,gust 1993. The systems
were again screened and ranked. this
time using five basic criteria: environmental impacts. social impacts, cosL
implementabilin- and operational efktiveness.
As a result of that process. the
AuthoriF selected four .systems to be
included in irs draft environmental
impact report/environmental
impacr
scatemen t (EIR/EIS) .
All four systems are thoroughI!
evaluated in the draft EIR/EIS. as are
the consequences of not constructing
additional emergent
\\ater storage
capaci 7:.
82
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would COST
SJSOmillion. and Icould
increase the typical monthlv household
water bill from 26 to S49.54 bl- 2003.
The Xuthority would conskuct a
310-foot dam in Moosa Canyon. which is
in I-allev Center and is owned bv various
prkxte parries.
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The San Diego County Water
Authority works through its 24 member agencies to supply water to 2.6
million San Diego County residents.
The Authority was established as a
public agency in 1944 to import
water for tiholesaling to its member
agencies. Since it began delivering
water in 1947, the Authority has
consistently ensured that county
residents have a safe and reliable
water supply.
The Authority, which
encompasses 907,006 acres, is
governed by a 34-member board of
directors representing the member
agencies.
The Authority is a member of
the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California, which supplies

water from the Colorado River and
the State Water Project to the
Authority and 26 other member
agencies.
After reading WaterTalk, please
pass it to someone else. If you
would like to be on the WaterTalk
mailing list or want more information
about the Water Authority, call the
Public Affairs Department at (619)
682-4100.
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The new resemoir’s cupacin, \wuld bta
68.000 acre-feet. It would bc linked to rhr
.Aurhorin-‘s Second =\queducr b>.a fourmile. S4-kch-ctiamerer pipelinr.
Another --.
w 100 acre-feet of srorage
capacin ~\.ould be provided bv Lake
Hedge;. The =\urhori~ should construct ;I
2.Smile. -E-inch-diameter piDrlinc* linking
Lake Hodges \\ith rhc .-\uthoky.~ Second
.Aqueduct.
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